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Mr. Paul Besson
Operations Manager
North American Division

AIR FRANCE

spark plugs

and find they do a fine job”

Air France is another famous name on the lengthy roster

of well-satisfied users of B*3 Spark Plugs. This airline’s experience

is like that of so many others. In the experienced opinion of the man

who should know . . . Mr. Paul Besson— B9 Spark Plugs "do a fine job.”

FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINES ... AIRCRAFT SPARK PLUGS

THE CORPORATION
NEW YORK 1 9, N. Y.

SERVING WORLD AVIATION OVER THIRTY YEARS



A conventional airline carpet, like

the one in the aisle above, soaks
up stains, traps dirt, gets grimy fast.

Cleaning it is a difficult, expensive

job. The carpet has to be removed
and dry cleaned. Extra carpets must
be kepton hand forquick replacement

.

To B. F. Goodrich engineers, all

this bother and expense looked like

a problem that Avtrim—their new
flexible synthetic material—might
solve. They developed special Avtrim
sheeting and backed ic with fabric

and sponge rubber, producing the

Avtrim Flight Rug.

This American Airlines' picture,

which shows an Avtrim Flight Rug

(under seat) and a conventional car-

pet side by side, tells the result.

Things that are spilled on an Avtrim
Flight Rug don t soak in, can be

easily wiped up. Thorough cleaning

can be done with soap and water, or
any standard solvent, without re-

moving the Avtrim rug.

Cheap, quick cleaning wasn't the

only thing that B. F. Goodrich en-

gineers had in mind when they de-

veloped the Avtrim Flight Rug.
These rugs last far longer than con-

ventional carpets. They' re easy to in-

stall, don't wrinkle. The flame-proof

sponge rubber backing provides
cushiony comfort. The expensive-

looking grains and glorious colors

add new beauty to any cabin.

Avtrim is an ideal material for

almosc every interior trimming job.

Many airlines use it for wall panel-

ing, arm rests, baggage racks, bulk-

heads and other places.

For help with your decorating

problems and for information on
Avtrim applications, colors, grains

and prices, write to The B. F. Good-
rich Company, Aeronautical Divi-

sion, Akron, Ohio.

B.EGoodrich
FIRST IN RUBBER
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Stamp of Approval

;s of gold were stamped

t weight and the seal of the

person recognized the royal stamp,

n of the honest worth of the piece of

gold. Thus, many, many years ago, the “stamp

of approval” had its origin.

Today, also, the “stamp of approval” on any

product has a definite... if intangible ... value.

It is a significant fact that many of the leading

commercial air lines have placed their “stamp of

approval” on Phillips 66 aviation products. Yes,

their use of Phillips 66 high-octane aviation fuel

and Phillips 66 aviation lubricants is your assur-

ance of the reliability and worth of these products.

Whenever you buy gasoline or motor oil for

your plane, remember this “stamp of approval”

and ask for . . . Phillips 66. The Aviation Depart-

ment, Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla.
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NEWS SIDELIGHTS

Navy Backs Ingalls

Ears are perked in airline circles to

catch developments on the move to

have David Ingalls, former assistant sec-

retary of Navy for air, installed as sec-

retary of defense under a Dewey
administration. Ingalls is being aggres-

sively pushed by Navy top-notchers,

wary that unless he or some other “good
Navy man" get the top post, the Navy
will rapidly give way to the Air Force

in importance in the national defense

setup. The talking point of Navy men
to Dewey advisors: Appointment of

Ingalls, a cousin of GOP Sen. Robert
Taft of Ohio, would smooth relations

between the New York Governor, and
Taft, who promises to be the chief GOP
challenger of Dewey policies on Capitol

Ingalls is now vice president of Pan
American Airways, ardent sponsor of

the “chosen instrument” proposal. As
secretary of defense, Ingalls would have

a big voice on the issue, since overseas

air transport is regarded as an arm of

national defense.

Kitty Hawk Returns

End of a two decade sojourn in the

Science Museum in England (except for

a wartime interlude in a bomb-shelter)

comes Nov. 6 for the world's first power
plane, the Wright Brothers Kitty Hawk
biplane of 1903. On that date the plane

sails on the Mauretania for the 0. S.,

escorted by Dr. H. Shaw, director of the

Science Museum.
Dr. Shaw will advise Smithsonian In-

stitution aeronautics specialists on re-

assembling the biplane which becomes
the No. 1 aeronautics exhibit at the In-

stitution beginning with a celebration

on the 45th anniversary of the plane’s

first flight. Dec. 17. Later it will be the

central figure in the new National Air

Museum when that Is built.

Placard for the plane has finally been
approved by executors of the Wright
estate who rejected several earlier sug-

gestions as inadequate. Smithsonian of-

ficials also have agreed to revise the old

booklet still sold describing National

Museum exhibits, because of some in-

accurate aeronautical references which
tend to keep alive the old Smithsonian-

Wright brothers controversy over "the

first plane capable of flight.”

The controversy was practically

ended five years ago, when the Smith-

sonian published a retraction of its

earlier statements. The Kitty Hawk
plane will be on loan from the Wright

Roll Your Own
Airframe manufacturers’ cam-

paign to enlist aluminum and

steel manufacturers into the

"tapered sheet” business are

doomed to disappointment. The
tapered skin sheets used on the

North American F-86A are being

rolled on North American's own
expensive equipment; other man-
ufacturers are planning to do the

Neither Aluminum Co. of

America nor U. S. Steel Corp. are

interested in the design and con-

struction of rolling equipment
costing several million dollars

when the aircraft demand for ta-

pered sheets is not expected to

reach more than a ton a day for

at least several years. With U. S.

Steel producing 100,000 tons of

steel per day and ALCOA produc-

ing 1000 tons of aluminum per

day, neither would be interested

in a single ton one way or the

other that required such special

In addition, short runs, fre-

quent design changes and excep-

tionally close tolerances are other

requirements large rolling mills go

out of their way to avoid. For the

next few years, at least, this is one

headache the airframe industry

can't pass on to material sup-

pliers.

estate pending final settlement. Eventu-

ally the aircraft is to become a perma-

nent gift under carefully stipulated con-

ditions.

Drive for Integration

Transportation Association of Amer-
ica, generally considered a railroad

“front”, has set a target date of Janu-

ary, 1950, for submitting a comprehen-

sive transportation legislative program

to Congress, revising and consolidating

all existing transport laws. This yeai

the association set up a nationwide or-

ganization to work out the program. It;

roster of consultants includes hundred!

of top executives of the country’s lead

ing industrial and financial houses.

Sparkplug of the organization is it:

S25,000-a-year vice president, Donalc

Conn, who handles lobbying activities

Over the past several years, TAA’:
activities have been limited to plumping

for integration of transportation owner-

ship before Congressional committees

and behind the scenes. Aviation inter-

ests welcome the deferment until 1950

of what will probably be TAA’s all-out

push for integration: They are hopeful

that by then Congress will already have

enacted comprehensive aviation legisla-

tion modernizing the 1938 CAA Act.

Only air transport executive working

with TAA is W. A. Patterson, president

of United Airlines. He is on its execu-

tive committee.

Leased C-54s

Action of top defense officials in

authorizing Gen. Lucius D. Clay, U. S.

military governor for Germany, to draw

on an additional 66 C-54s for the Ber-

lin airlift may have airline repercussions.

If necessary, the Air Force can take

back immediately upon notice 40 C-54s

Pan American Airways has 17 of the

planes. American Overseas Airlines 2,

TWA 2, Northwest 5, the Flying Tigers

1, United 2, Alaska Airlines 1, Seaboard

& Western 1, George W. Tompkins,

San Francisco, 5, Francis G. Christmas,

New York City, 2, and George A. En-

lowe, Teterboro, N. J., 2. All of the

C-54s are either D or G models.

Ho Hum at the Clinic

Probably a new low mark in the dol-

drums was reached during some sessions

of the recent sixth National Aviation

Clinic at Detroit. On one occasion

there was not a single response made
by delegates when they were called

upon to vote, either for, or against, one

of the 100 or more assorted bills which
came before them. Speaker pro tern

Jennings Randolph, of Capital Airlines,

recalled his former years in Congress

in similar situations, and thumped re-

soundingly with his gavel. The dele-

gates stirred in their sleep.

He put the question again, loud and
clear. There were some scattered ayes,

and no negatives. Randolph declared

the issue adopted, and added in his

most polished manner: “The speaker

compliments the delegates on their vot-

ing. He hopes they will continue to

vote, on one side or the other.”

Lethargy of the delegates and the gal-

lery was blamed for the fact that some
good controversial issues such as the

sky-coach question, died in the rules

committee, and that too many minor
issues were presented in separate bills,

rather than consolidated.
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Light-weight, strong Rex-Flex Stainless Steel Flexible

ducts offer the dependable solution for ducting which

is subject to vibration, expansion and misalignment.

Scientifically fabricated by advanced methods, they

provide high resistance to fatigue without sacrifice of

cmH FLEXIBLE METAL HOSE
CHICAGO METAL HOSE CORPORATION
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Do you know the passenger capacities of these transports?

(EACH REPRESENTS A MILESTONE IN AVIATION HISTORY)

Commercial airliners couldn't have become

swift, safe mass carriers without use of aluminum.

Today, this versatile metal is supplied to aircraft

manufacturers in increasing quantities and in finer

quality- Why? One of the essential reasons is the

opening of another source : Kaiser Aluminum.

Aircraft builders have found they can depend

upon Kaiser Aluminum lor consistent quality . .

.

on-time deliveries . .
.
promises kept.

Today every major U. S. aircraft builder uses

product of Permanente Metals Corp.

SOLD BY PERMANENTE PRODUCTS COMPANY, KAISER BUILDING, OAKLAND 12, CALIFORNIA . . . WITH OFFICES IN:

Atlanta • Chicago • Cincinnati • Cleveland • Dallas • Detroit • Houston • Indianapolis • Kansas City • Los Angeles • Milwaukee

Minneapolis • New York • Oakland • Philadelphia • Portland, Ore. • Salt Lake City • Seattle • Spokane • St. Louis • Wichita
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INDUSTRY OBSERVER
U. S. Air Force is warning its jet fighter pilots against a potent defensive

weapon of propeller-driven bombers—prop wash. During simulated gun-

nery tuns against a B-29 formation a Republic F-84 disintegrated when it

encountered the B-29 prop wash.

The pilot was killed on another similar exercise with Lockheed F-80s

against B-29s. One F-80 pilot was cocked over in a nearly vertical bank to

the right as he made a pass at the bombers. When he hit the prop wash

it flipped him over into a vertical bank to the left and tore off his left

wing tip tank and part of the wing tip. He was able to make an emergency

landing in the damaged plane.

Observers who have sampled the tremendous prop wash of the B-36s

six pusher props wonder if attacking jets could close to an accurate range

in passes from the rear without serious trouble.

Airlines report an increased number of missed instrument approaches at

Newark since the removal of an experimental unit of Sylvania high inten-

sity, condenser discharge approach lights from the field. The Sylvania

lights are now at Areata, Calif., for continuation of the test program begun

at Newark.

Floyd Odium, chairman of Atlas Corp., hopes to raise about $57,000,000

for the Convair Equipment Corp. to handle its initial 100 transport

planes. Odium is talking with the Reconstruction Finance Corp. about a

$40,000,000 loan for the equipment subsidiary of Convair.

Cal-Aero Technical Institute has completed all tests on a Japanese HA-51
aircraft reciprocating engine under Air Force contract. The double-row

radial engine contains 22 cylinders and an integral cooling fan. Results

of the tests indicate that the engine was basically a Pratt & Whitney
design with some Wright Aeronautical and native Japanese features. Cast-

ings were of poor quality and machined surface tolerances were far from

U. S. standards.

Despite absence of a prototype, Northrop Aircraft is going ahead with

certification of its tri-motor Pioneer. The first airplane was destroyed in a

crash last March and the new and greatlv revised Raider will not be ready

for flight tests until next spring. Northrop is confident of commercial

sales for the quick-takeoff, slow-landing “bush freighter,” which can also

be used for feeder passenger service and dozens of other flying jobs.

Although neither Air Force nor Northrop investigators expect an
accurate determination of the cause of the Northrop YB-49 eight-jet

Flying Wing bomber crash last June, concensus of both teams is that

structural failure of a wing tip caused loss of control. While loss of an
aileron on conventional aircraft does not necessarily cause loss of control,

loss of the elevon and tip rudder assembly from a tailless aircraft destroys

all control (directional, lateral and longitudinal).

Cause of the failure cannot be determined although one of the missions

of the flights during the period was maximum control deflection tests,

requiring careful control of airspeed. Excessive speed combined with

maximum elevon deflection might have overloaded the tip section.

Accumulated commercial re-orders and Air Force orders will keep Lock-

heed's Constellation production line in operation into December, 1950.

Present production of two a month probably will be cut to one a month
upon completion of the USAF order.

Lockheed’s supposedly hush-hush proposal for a super-new cargo Con-
stellation has developed major leaks and has some Douglas DC-6A cargo

transport designers in a competitive tizzy, wondering if Lockheed is

serious or bluffing. Probability is that Lockheed is not bluffing in telling

airfreighters that by substituting compound engines and lengthening the

fuselage of the Constellation 18 ft. the transport’s speed can be boosted
30 mph. with a 9 percent fuel saving, and cargo capacity can be increased

by well over 1000 cubic feet. Lockheed salesmen indicate to buyer pros-

pects that the plane could be readied for production within two years.

Prices have not yet entered discussions.

NEWS DIGEST

DOMESTIC
Northwest Airlines had returned six

of its Martin 2-0-2s to service by early

last week and hoped to have the re-

maining 18 back in operation by Nov. 1.

Lt. Gen. Curtis E. LcMay assumed

command of the Strategic Air Com-
mand, Andrews AF Base, Md., suc-

ceeding Gen. George Kenney, who
takes over the Air University, Maxwell

Base, Ala.

Eastern Air Lines set a new com-
mercial record between Newark, N. J.,

and Washington, D. C., when a Con-
stellation, aided by tail winds, made the

flight in 34 min., cutting 19 min. from

the old mark. Average speed was 370
mph., top speed 406 mph. An Air

Force F-80 two years ago covered

the distance in 29 min.
Twenty-four Navy R5Ds will join Air

Force aircraft on the Frankfurt-Berlin

route of the airlift, as part of Pres. Tru-
man's recent order authorizing 66 addi-

tional aircraft. Planes will come from

the Pacific division of MATS.
Robert P. Patterson, former Secretary

of War, in a speech in New York urged

small industrial firms to “find a place

for themselves in the rearmament pro-

gram.” Otherwise, he warned, some of

their existing markets may be impaired.

FINANCIAL

General Electric Co. reports net in-

come, after $60 million in income taxes,

ot $83,893,459 for nine months ended
Sept. 30. Sales were $1,137,935,052.

Earnings equal $2.91 per share on 28,-

845,927 shares outstanding. Net in-

come in similar period of last year was
$62,466,626, on sales totaling $921,-

221,142, or earnings equal to $2.17 per

share.

Menasco Mfg, Co. reported to Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission sales of

$804,888 for three months ended Sept.

26. While less than the $1,346,455 in

sales in the like quarter of last year,

operations this year are being carried

on at a profit, according to President

Henry P. Nelson.

FOREIGN
Britain’s light helicopter, Cierva

Skeeter (Aviation Week, Oct. 11),

made its first flight.

New Zealand National Airways Corp.
transport carrying 13 persons was un-
reported 48 hours after taking off from
Wellington.

Argentina is negotiating for purchase

of 25 Chrislea Super Ace, four-place

British-made lightplane. Two planes,

presumably for demonstration, already

have been shipped to Buenos Aires.
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Door Opened to Export of Jet Fighters

U. S. lifts ban on sales to Latin America;

Western Europe may become market.

By Robert B. Hotz

Revival of the military aircraft export

business on a slowly increasing scale is

foreshadowed by organization of the

Western European Union defense al-

liance and lifting of the U. S. State

Dept. Iran on export of latest jet fighter

types to Latin America.

Among significant developments last

• Release for export to Latin America of

the Republic Thunderjet (F-84) and
the Lockheed Shooting Star (F-80).

Both are the latest jet fighter types in

service with U. S. Air Force squadrons.

• Also released for Latin American ex-

port were the North American twin

Mustang (F-82) long-range fighter and

the Fairchild Packet (C-S2) twin engine

• Negotiations between Fairchild En-

gine and Airplane Co. and the Royal

Canadian Air Force for production of

the Packet in Canada by a Canadian
company, probably Canadair. The

Canadian-produced Packet would be

used by the RCAF, Royal Air Force,

and Royal Australian Air Force.
• Indications from Britain that sub-

stantial U. S. aid will be required in

expanding British jet fighter production

to meet the needs of Western Union
powers. Funds, raw material and
equipment will be needed according to

British sources.

Opening the Latin American export

door to U. S. jet planes is not expected

to produce any immediate business.

South American countries are now
equipped with obsolete types of U. S.

propeller driven fighters bought at bar-

gain counter rates from the War Assets

Administration. Only the Argentine

has been a big buyer of foreign military

planes recently. This country' now has

about 580,000,000 worth of military

planes on order in Britain including

100 Glostcr Meteors, the latest RAF
jet fighter.

Both Lockheed and Republic were

in competition for the Argentine order

of 184,000 lb. maximum gross weight.

Photo was taken during test at Lockheed

Air Terminal. As smoke plumes spread they

obscured runway completely for several

of JATO may be solved bv advent of smoke-

less JATO fuel, now under development.

that went to Gloster. Then the U. S.

export ban prevented any effective sales

campaign. Now the door is open to

U. S.-British competition in the Argen-

tine as well as the rest of South America.

Brazil Most Promising— The most

promising markets now appear to be
Brazil, which leans heavily on U. S.

military aviation and is in stiff compe-
tition with the Argentine, and Vene-
zuela, which has only a mild interest in

a modem air force but a large favorable

dollar balance. State Dept, said it lifted

the jet export ban in order that Lock-

heed and Republic could carry out their

previously planned sales campaign in

South America. Both Republic and
Lockheed are in a position to fill any
Latin American orders out of increased

production without curtailing their cur-

rent USAF commitments. The GE-
Allison J-35 jet engine which powers

the F-84 has not yet been released for

export. Air Force officials indicated

that it would be released by the time

any Latin American orders were ready

for delivery.

Fairchild and North American do
not look for any export business on the

C-S2 and F-82. Both planes have gone

out of production. Not even sizable

orders from Latin America would ab-

sorb the cost of re-establishing produc-
tion lines. However, the Fairchild

RCAF negotiations are well underway
for C-S2 production in Canada, under
a licensing agreement with Fairchild.

According to these plans Fairchild

would sell the designated Canadian
firm, probably Canadair. the drawings,

tools and production equipment it still

retains on the C-S2. Required dollar

exchange is one of the major points still

State Dept. Approval-All sales of

military planes to Latin America must
be approved individually by both State

Dept, and Air Force. They are also

subject to the usual export licensing

provisions. State Dept, indicated it

would allow exports only in proportion

to a country's size and importance,

and would probably bar shipments to

countries such as Nicaragua and Guate-

mala, which are now mobilizing for

war. All contracts will bar resale of

military planes to a third party.

At present there are no indications

that the U. S. Govt, will aid in financ-
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ing South American plane purchases.

Export-Import Bank has nev er approved
a loan for military purposes.

High Prices—South American custom-
ers are likely to be surprised at the high

price of jet planes. For example the
price of 90 P-51 fighters bought from
WAA two years ago came to only

5315,000. Today that is just a little

more than the price of a single jet

fighter. South Americans, however,

will get their jets at relative bargain

rates since all developmental and initial

production costs will be absorbed by
U. S. military contracts. Unit cost

prices will be considerably reduced by
the time foreign orders can be filled.

As details of the Western European
Union defense agreements seep out of

the London conferences, it is apparent

that the immediate aviation emphasis is

on building up a strong jet fighter force

with Britain supplying both planes and
pilot training. Initial deliveries of

Gloster Meteors have been made to

Holland with France scheduled to get

As yet the U. S. is participating in

these Western Union conferences only

as an observer. But there are indica-

tions that a strong program of military

aid for the Union will be presented to

the next Congress. The Munitions
Board of the National Military Estab-

lishment is now studying the effect of

a new Lend-Lease military program for

Western Europe in relation to current

domestic military expansion, particu-

larly the 70-Group Air Force program.

XP5Y-1: Latest Navy Flying Boat
New high-performance craft compares favorably with

land-based bombers; slated to fly early next year.

Convair XP5Y-1 (Aviation News,
June 2, 1947) is the first of the Navy’s
new family of high-performance flving

boats based on wartime research data

that promises performance comparable
to land-based bombers.
The turboprop-powered giant is ca-

pable of performing the same type of

combat job as the Boeing B-5fl, cur-

rent standard medium bomber, and has

the additional advantage of operation

from water runways any place in the

world. Prototype has been completed
at Convair's San Diego plant and is

scheduled to flv earlv in 1949.

Ten-Ton Bomb Load-The P5Y can

carry a 1 0-ton bomb load for 4600 miles

at 210 mph. at 25,000 ft., performance

superior to the Lockheed P2V Neptune,
standard Navy land-based bomber and
the Boeing B-29, standard Air Force

land-based light bomber. The P5Y has

a top speed of 392 mph. at 25,000 ft.

and 375 mph. at sea level. It can climb
from takeoff at the rate of 3000 ft.

per min.
The engines are four Allison T-40

turboprop units developing 5000 lip.

plus S00 lb. thrust at takeoff and rated

at 4500 lip. plus the same static thrust.

This tremendous power is absorbed by
15-ft. Aeroproducts dual-rotating pro-

icllcr assemblies mounted in stream-

ined nacelles with jet nozzles at the

Boat Specs—The 70-ton flying boat

has a span of 146 ft. and is 130 ft. long.

It stands 45 ft. high to the top of the

fin. Normal operating weight is 65 tons.

The aircraft ordinarily carries 9500 gal.

of fuel.

Major feature of the P5Y. and the

one that provides its extremely high

performance, is the use of a high fine-

ness ratio hull which is long and nar-

row. This hull form reduces drag in

the air considerably while not impairing

water handling characteristics. It fea-

tures a sloping step which reduces water

suction forces, thereby permitting ris-

ing on the step more quickly and
reducing “porpoising” tendencies on
landing.

Auxiliary Turbine-Interior design of

the P5Y has stressed “sea-keeping" abil-

ity which will permit the craft to re-

main on the surface at sea for periods

as long as several weeks. A small gas

turbine engine, economical to operate,

provides air pressure for the operation

of air-driven current generators to op-

erate lights, heating and cooking units

and engine starting. Special lightweight

air-driven units have been designed for

the new flying boat.

Several versions of the P5Y will

be available including long-range bom-
bardment, anti-submarine patrol, map-
ping and photo reconnaissance, troop

or cargo transport. The prototype will

be equipped for day and night sea

search and anti-submarine warfare

duties.

Powered Models—Design of the P5Y
is based on a series of powered flying

models, one of the first projects on
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which this new method has been used

extensively. The models included a

static model mounted on an auto-

mobile driven at high speeds to provide

lift, drag and pitching data and a dy-

namically similar model used in exten-

sive water takeoff and landing tests.

The models were powered by small

electric motors and weighted to repro-

duce as closely as possible the mass dis-

tribution of the full-scale aircraft.

Clinic Outlook
NAA considers expan-

sion to international sta-

tus after Detroit meet.

By Alexander McSurley

Detroit — A Western Hemisphere

Aviation Clinic which may be held in a

southern city next year, with delegates

from all North and South American na-

tions invited to participate, was being

considered by NAA officials following

the close here of the Sixth National

Aviation Clinic.

Analysis of the Sixth Clinic in retro-

spect, indicates that Clinic procedure is

ready for "a shot in the arm” such as a

major change to international status, if

the various branches of U. S. aviation

are to be expected to participate in an-

other such future meeting.

One Airline President — Top-level

manufacturing and airline executives,

whose attendance made earlier Clinic

assemblies significant by their personal

participation, were onlv sparsely repre-

sented at the Sixth Clinic by one air-

line president, and a few of the personal

aircraft company presidents. Total at-

tendance was smaller than in previous

Fact that working time of the Clinic

was shortened from last year's schedule

yet virtually the same quantity of bills

was introduced on the floor, shortened

the time available for discussion on any
one measure. As a result important

policies were adopted or turned down
with a minimum of consideration on
the floor. Quantity of bills relating to

improvement of personal aircraft were
disproportionate to their relative im-

portance in the total aviation picture,

and occupied too large a proportion of

the Clinic’s total time.

Procurement Policy—One of the most

significant bills of policy adopted by
the delegates proposed a new four-point

federal policy on aviation patents as

related to aviation procurement. In

brief, this policy would provide that the

Government hereafter would acquire no
rights to inventions involved in articles

purchased in ordinary procurement con-

tracts involving no research or develop-

ment. Research and development con-

Discrepancies Noted

Comparison of Navy and Air

Force versions of what happened
at Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941

shows discrepancy between the

report of Rear Adm. E. A. Cruise

at the recent Sixth Aviation

Clinic, and the Air Force official

record. Cruise said "not a single

Jap plane was shot down by U. S.

aircraft.” Chapter 6 of the official

history, AAF in World War II,

says AAF planes shot down two
Jap planes confirmed, and four

others claimed but not confirmed

at Pearl Harbor.
Adm. Cruise said the U. S. had

385 shore-based planes at Pearl

Harbor. The AAF volume says

there were 231 AAF planes based

in Hawaii plus 169 Naval aircraft

based in the Oahu area.

A check in Washington on the

official status of the approval of

the Cruise talk, indicated that the

talk had been offered for approval

at the Navy Department, and had
been returned to the Admiral

for delivery but that no actual en-

dorsement had been given.

tracts would not provide for acquiring

rights to any other company inventions

reduced to practice before effective date

of contracts. Except for free nonexclu-

sive non transferable license to govern-

ment, other rights on inventions arising

under research or development contracts

in the company’s normal line of busi-

ness remain with contractor. Rights in

inventions developed under such con-

tracts which are not in the manufac-
turer’s normal line of business shall be
subject to negotiation with the govern-

ment before signing contract.

Preamble to the bill said it was neces-

sary for such a policy to be put in force

in order to provide incentive for estab-

lished aviation companies to continue

as military aviation contractors and to

encourage new companies to offer their

facilities as sources of supply for mili-

tary needs.

Smooth Controversy—Clinic delegates

smoothed down a controversy which
flamed in the early part of the session

over proposed Air Force and Navy plane

requirements (Aviation Week, Oct.

25 issue) by finally adopting two bills

endorsing both Air Force and Navy

In so doing they ignored floor pro-

tests of Jackie Cochran, wartime head

of the Wasp, and Kern Dodge. Phila-

delphia, president of the Air Defense

League, that the Navy program was un-

necessary duplication of Air Force units,

and upheld Rear Adm. E. A. Cruise, in

his plea for full use of Navy carriers

and their planes as an important and
possibly decisive factor in future pre-

Much Endorsement — Much of the

Clinic was taken up by reading and en-

dorsing matters which aviation has long

favored, and which one more endorse-

ment will probably not affect materially.

Examples: all first class mail by air,

repeal of transportation tax, federal aid

for aviation facilities, independence of

and competition between rail, bus.

As might be expected the delegates

voted for enlargement of Congressional

appropriations to use up the full amount
of 5500,000,000 allocated under the

original Federal Airport Act within the

seven year period during which the

fund is authorized to be spent.

Private Flying—Private flying bills of

policy endorsed further development of

light’ planes, and went into particulars

about developments needed such as

shoulder harnesses, and improved visi-

bility.

Clinic recommended that students

enrolled in aviation technical schools

be deferred from the draft long enough

to complete their course of training,

after it was pointed out that despite

demands for skilled mechanic school

graduates, enrollments are falling off

due to non-deferrment policy currently

in force although deferrments are being

granted to high school students for

similar educational reasons.

Sigler on Airports—Gov. Kim Sigler

of Michigan, co-chairman of the Clinic,

made use of the gathering at Detroit

to plug strongly in his speech about the

proposed international airport at De-
troit, and to criticize the "30 or 40 mile

bus ride" between Detroit and the

present Willow Run airline terminal

which serves the city.

NMB Switch Possible

Dewey, if elected, won’t have to wait

long to switch the three-member Na-
tional Mediation Board from a Demo-
cratic to a Republican majority. The
NMB handles airline labor disputes

and representation elections.

The term of Chairman Frank P.

Douglass, a Democrat, expires Jan. 31.

Judge Douglass already is passing the

word around that he will not be a

candidate for reappointment to an-

other three-year term. He has served

since July, 1944.

The law requires that not more than

two of the three members be from the

same political party. The Republican

member is Francis A. O’Neill, Jr.,

whose term runs until Jan. 31, 1950.

The other Democratic member is John

T. Scott, whose term is scheduled to

expire a year later.
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DC-3 SalesBoom
Prices zoom on second-

hand market as postwar

plane deliveries are slow.

The DC-3 may be an out-dated air-

E
lanc, but you would never know it

om its price on the used plane mar-

ket.

Delay in delivery of postwar planes,

and their high prices, plus fear that the

Air Force may try to regain DC-4s on

lease to airlines, have combined to push

prices on some DC-3 types up as much
as 23 percent in six months.

The second factor—Air Force interest

in DC-4s-is of recent origin and prob-

ably is the lesser of the two pressures

on DC-3 prices, according to authori-

ties on used aircraft. It is the major

factor in a similar upward trend of DC-4
prices. DC-4 prices, however, are aca-

demic. There just are no Fours in good

condition for sale.

Once $15,000—A few years ago War
Assets Administration was selling DC-3
types in good condition for as low as

$15,000. This situation held in the

face of the generally accepted opinion

that the DC-3 was obsolete and that

new transports would shortly be coming
from manufacturers.

Then it became apparent that pro-

duction of the "DC-3 replacements”

was far behind schedule and that when
the new planes would be delivered the

price would be far above the original

figure. At that point, according to Ed
Lund, vice president for eastern opera-

tions of Charles M. Babb, Inc., opera-

tors began deciding they could make
the DC-3 serve a few years longer.

New Prices — Result is that a C-47

type in such condition that six months
ago it sold for $18,000 today will bring

from $20,000 to $22,000. One in ex-

ceptional condition will go for a much
higher price. (Any DC-4s in good con-

dition now available would sell for about

$250,000.)
DC-3 prices are expected to continue

their climb, regardless of the eventual

solution of the military shortage of

C-54s brought on by the Berlin airlift.

But it also is true that new impetus has

been given to the price rise in the past

few weeks by recurring reports that

the government in some manner will

acquire some airline DC-4s to bolster

the airlift fleet. If any substantial num-
ber of Fours are taken from the airlines,

need for DC-3s of course will become
greater.

USAF Interest—There have been in-

dications that the Air Force would like

to get 30 to 40 DC-4s operated by the

airlines, although USAF denies it has

any immediate plans along this line.

WAA has leased a total of 142 planes

to operators. There are reports that

cancellation of some of these leases has

been discussed, although WAA says

However, it is likely that the Air

Force and the airlines will come to

terms for acquisition by USAF of some
air carrier planes during the slack traffic

winter months. This, as well as other

aspects of the Air Force C-54 shortage,

was recently discussed at a joint USAF-
airline meeting in Washington.

Aviation Officials

Killed in Crash
Three of Europe’s most prominent

aviation executives were killed in the

crash of the KLM Royal Dutch Air-

lines Lockheed L-49 Constellation at

Prestwick, Scotland.

Aboard the plane, en route from
Amsterdam to New York, were Hend-
rich Veenendaal, vice president and
technical managing director of KLM,
and Austen E. F. Maclnemy, European
sales representative of Lockheed Air-

craft Corp. Pilot was Capt. K. D. Par-

mentier, KLM chief pilot.

KLM Official—Veenendaal generally

is credited with having been one of

Europe’s most able technical experts.

Associated with KLM since 1921, he
was mainly responsible for developing

KLM’s maintenance system, and was
in charge of all of the airline’s technical,

maintenance and flight operations.

Maclnerny, a British subject, had
been representing Lockheed overseas for

about ten years. His headquarters were

Parmentier, the best-known pilot in

The Netherlands, and one of the most
famous in the world, was chief pilot of

a Douglas DC-3 which finished second

to a specially built racing plane in the

MacRobcrtson Trophy Race from Lon-
don to Melbourne, Australia, in 1934.

Range Out—The crash, which killed

39 of the 40 persons aboard, occurred

as the plane was attempting a landing

at 12:50 a.m. under an 800-ft. overcast.

According to unofficial reports, the ILS

has been unsatisfactory for some time

at the field and the radio range was not

functioning at the time. The GCA was

being operated by a training crew which
normally was on daytime duty only but
remained overtime because of the mal-

functioning of the range.

Preliminary information indicates

that the plane made a normal GCA
approach under the overcast to the run-

way, but the pilot encountered a cross

wind of approximately 20 mph. and de-

cided to go around and use another

runway. Pulling up, the plane hit a

high-tension wire about 1200 ft. off

the end of the runway.

Not Marked-The impact apparently

opened a fuel tank and leaking fuel

caught fire. The pilot radioed the mes-

sage that fire had started and that he
was pulling up. The wire which was
severed supplied power to the field and,

with the runway lights out, it is prob-

lematical whether the pilot could have

found the field again. The plane hit

about two miles from the airport.

The high-tension line was unlighted

and did not show on charts of Prest-

wick airport. During the war when the

field was a military air base, it is re-

ported that two planes struck the same

wires, resulting in fatal crashes.

Review Forwarder Case
Fifteen certificated domestic trunk-

lines have asked U. S. Circuit Court of

Appeals in Chicago to review the Civil

Aeronautics Board's recent decision

authorizing freight forwarders to en-

gage in air transportation as indirect

carriers for a five-year period (Aviation

Week, Sept. 29). Pending the judicial

review, the 15 airlines requested the

court to stay the effectiveness of CAB’s
order.

The petition for review alleged that

CAB had acted without making appro-

priate findings and committed other

errors of law in issuing a general ex-

emption to the forwarders. It declared

that the Board’s freight forwarder

opinion superimposes on the existing

air transport system a duplicating sys-

tem of indirect air carriers which will

compete with the direct air carriers for

freight business.

Despite the court action, CAB last

week issued the first freight forwarder

letter of registration to Emery Air

Freight Corp., New York City. Twenty-

two other forwarders had applications

for letters of registration on file with

the Board.

IAM Claims Leadership
The International Association of Ma-

chinists claims to be the "undisputed

leader of labor organizations in the air

transport industry.”

An IAM report states that the inde-

pendent union is now bargaining with

28 airlines and has active organizing

campaigns under way at five others.

Membership among the airlines has

risen from 2496 to 10,046 since 1945,

IAM said.

The report also criticized the Airlines

Negotiating Conference formed by the

certificated carriers last year, asserting

that union gains were made "despite

the additional handicap of being forced

to deal with” ANC. IAM charged that

although the conference was not spe-

cifically designated by the Civil Aero-

nautics Board as. proper bargaining rep-

resentative in any negotiations with a

single airline, its personnel persisted in

participating in the discussions.
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Plans Set for Crash Study School

Flight Safety Foundation to teach state officials acci-

dent analysis to supplement CAB investigations.

lit the most ambitious project it yet

has tackled, Might Safety Foundation
next week will start its first course in

aircraft accident investigation.

At eight o'clock Monday morning,
Nov. 8, about 50 police and other offi-

cials from twelve states, Canada, Ecua-
dor and Columbia will enter class at

Woods Hole, Mass. When they leave,

five days and some 40 classroom hours
later, F'SF expects to have created (1)

the first group of trained non-federal

aircraft accident investigators; and (2)

the first curriculum ever established for

schooling such investigators.

Perhaps more than any of the other

eleven Flight Safety Foundation proj-

ects (Aviation Week, July 12) those

two results, if achieved, will justify the

nonprofit organization's role as a lead-

ing air safety advocate. One of the

biggest handicaps faced by workers for

safety— in personal flying especially—has

been lack of information on accidents.

Too Few—Civil Aeronautics Board,

willing but understaffed, can investigate

and analyze too few personal plane

crashes. State police and arconautics

H)le, willing but untrained, have too

: knowledge in most cases (with

notable exceptions in Pennsylvania,

Florida and Delaware) to be much help.

Importance of the first expected re-

sult of the FSF course will be a nucleus

of state employes skilled in accident in-

vestigation. It is hoped they will be

able to handle minor crashes them-

selves. On major accidents they should

be first on the scene and able to do
much valuable preliminary work for

CAB experts.

Importance of the second objective is

that it should put in the hands of FSF
trainees the material with which to

school other state personnel. FSF in-

tends to repeat its course elsewhere in

ti.c country. Second school will be held

early next year in Alabama.
CAB Interest—Having long been

plagued by budgetary troubles that have
prevented expansion of its own investi-

gation staff, CAB has jumped at the

chance to make a going project out of

FSF’s training course. In the line up of

instructors at Woods Hole arc: William
K. Andrews, director of CAB's bureau

of Safety Investigation; Jesse W. Lak-

ford, chief of analysis division; Joseph

O. Fluet, safety chief of CAB's first

region; Leon PI. Tanguay, first region

safety investigator; W. E. Koncczny,
chief of the airworthiness section of the

bureau of safety regulation; R. W.
Clirisp, hearings and reports division

chief; and Edward E. Slatterv. Jr., CAB
public information chief (who will lec-

ture on press relations in connection

with an accident).

Other experts assembled by FSF
President Jerome Lederer and his assist-

ant Gloria Heath include: Dixon Speas,

American Airlines (to talk on basic prin-

ciples of aviation): E. H. Werner, Civil

Aeronautics Administration (power-

plants); George Childress, CAA (flight

planning); Hugh De Haven, Cornell

University (crash injury); C. R. Elford,

Weather Bureau (weather); Dr. Ludwig
G. Lederer, Capital Airlines (physiologi-

cal aspects); George Tryon, National

F’ire Protection Association (fire); Col.

A. D. Tuttle, medical director, United

Air Lines (medical aspects); and Lt.

Comdr. Alexander W. Wuerker, U. S.

Coast Guard (rescue).

Eight-Hour Day—To cram the stock

of information in, the trainees will at-

tend classes until noon. Monday and
Tuesday afternoons until five o'clock

will be spent at the airport watching

demonstrations of planes, fire rescue

and assorted exhibitions. Thursday aft-

ernoon will be given over to analyzing

and reporting a hypothetical accident,

with a forum in the evening. Friday

afternoon will be a mixture of lectures

and evaluation of accident evidence.

Tuition for the entire course is $50.

Living accommodations are being ar-

ranged by Flight Safety Foundation and
will run an additional 525-530.

More Nonskeds Under Fire

Three more unccrtificated carriers

have been taken into court by the Civil

Aeronautics Board for alleged violations

of the nonscheduled exemption. Penin-

sular Air Transport, Miami Airlines

and Argonaut Airways, all large irregular

operators based in Miami, probably will

file their answers to CAB’s request for

injunctions this week. Action is in U.S.
District Court in Miami. Peninsular

and Miami Airlines have been active

on the New York-Miami-Puerto Rico

run, and Argonaut has operated be-

tween Miami and San Juan.
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PRODUCTION
Canada’s Role

Plants, labor, aluminum

point up its importance

to air rearmament.

While still tiny by U. S. or British

standards, Canada's manufacturing in-

dustry is likely to play an important

role in the air rearmament of the British

Commonwealth and the Western Eu-

ropean nations. And with that im-

portance probably will come an increase

Gradual establishment of British air-

craft company subsidiaries in the

Dominion, plus possibilities of agree-

ments under which U. S.-designed air-

craft would be produced in Canada
(page 12), highlight the Dominion’s

role. How effective that role will be is

speculative. But what Canadians can’t

forget is that during the war their

sprawling, under-populated country (12,-

500,000 people in 3.462,103 sq. mi.)

produced more aircraft per capita than

any of the allied nations.

Advantages—As an aircraft producer

for world needs now, Canada has sev-

eral shining advantages. It has ample
plant capacity in modern buildings (all

major plants were constructed during

the war), ample trained personnel (100,-

000 workers during the war, as against

about 10,000 employed in aircraft to-

day), and ample supplies of home-pro-

duced aluminum.
It has two other assets: labor that

has an expert familiarity with U. S.

high-volume assembly methods (as op-

posed to slower hand-assembly tech-

niques of most European countries):

labor that has a level of skill comparable
with that in the U. S., but a much
lower wage scale (average weekly wage
of S46.06, against S60.03).

Present Picture—Propping for its sec-

ond appearance on the world aircraft

manufacturing stage, the Canadian in-

dustry today has this make-up:
• Canadair Ltd.. Montreal, is producing

22 DC-4Ms for British Overseas Air-

ways Corp. and four of the same planes

for Canadian Pacific Airlines. At the

end of 1947. this plant—which is owned
by Electric Boat Co., a U. S. firm—had
a backlog of S2 1.703.000. Since that

time the backlog has been cut down by
deliveries of 15 DC-4Ms to Trans-

Canada Airlines, but swollen again by
the BOAC order. Canadair is the largest

aircraft producer in the Dominion.
• A. V. Roc Canada. Ltd.. Toronto, is

the mainspring of Canada's effort in

advanced plane types and engines. It

already has tested the first home-built

jet engine, the Chinook. This will serve

as a model for development of engines

to power a Canadian-designed fighter

aircraft, the C-100. Roe is also readying

the prototype jet transport, XC-102
(page 18).

In addition to its work on advanced

aircraft and engines, one of the most

important aspects of Roe's position is

that the company is the Dominion out-

let of the British Hawker-Siddelev

group, comprising Hawker Aircraft,

A. V. Roe, Armstrong Siddeley Motors,

Armstrong Whitworth Aircraft, and

Gloster Aircraft—all top-flight British

aircraft firms.

• de Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Ltd..

Toronto, is assembling British-built DH
Vampire jet fighters for the Royal

Canadian Air Force and is in limited

production of the Beaver, single-engine

bush freighter. It is working on floats

for the DH Dove, feeder transport, and
like other Canadian companies is en-

gaged in modification and overhaul.

• Cancargo Aircraft Mfg. Co., Mont-
real, is doing overhaul at the present,

although it has produced the prototype

Bumelli Loadmaster cargo plane and

the single-engine Norseman freighter

which it took over from Noorduyn Air-

craft.

• Other manufacturers in Canada arc

Cub Aircraft, Ltd., Hamilton, which is

going back into production of Piper

Cubs: Engineering Products Co.. Mont-
real. which has successfully flown a

nrototvpe helicooter: and Rolls-Royce

Canada. Ltd., which has been formed,,

initially at least, to service Rolls engines

made in Britain but used in Canada.
Several other British firms are renre-

sented in the Dominion, including

Percival Aircraft and Fairev. which has

recently formed a Canadian associate.

Before 1939. Canada produced hardly

more than 100 nlanes a year. Then,
long before the U. S. got in the war,

the Dominion began expanding its air-

craft manufacturing. There were 21 dif-

ferent types of planes produced in

Canada, although only two were of

Canadian design.

Wind Tunnel Repairs

To Be Finished Dec. 1

The Southern California Cooperative

Wind Tunnel, put out of commission

in September when a blade failed, will

be back in operation by Dec. 1, accord-

ing to Dr. Clark B. Millikan, director

of the tunnel.

The accident, which caused damages

estimated at S350.000, was due to fa-

tigue failure at the shank of one of the

16 blades in the upstream propeller

hub, Millikan says in a report to the

aircraft companies which own the big

test facility.

Damage-The blade pulled out of its

socket, struck other blades in the up-

stream propeller and then whirled

downstream, shearing off 16 blades of

the second stage propeller. Severe vi-

bration resulted in breakage of some of

the supporting links of the balance and
suspension system. There was other

minor damage.
The blade which failed had operated

a total of 2900 hours before the ac-

cident. All apparently undamaged pro-

peller parts are being Magna-fluxed, and
the entire tunnel will be given a critical

inspection.

Until the California tunnel is re-

turned to operation, urgent tests have

been shifted to the similar Cornell tun-

nel at Buffalo. Spare parts from the

Buffalo facility are being used to repair

the California tunnel.

WHO’S WHERE

General Electric Co. appointed
W. V. O'Brien general sales manager of

its apparatus department, company
catch-all that includes 16 manufactur-

ing divisions. O'Brien has been with

GE since 1922. He has been assistant

sales manager since last December. GF.
also made these changes in its chemical

department: Robert L. Gibson from

manager of plastics division to assistant

general manager of the department:

Dr. Charles E. Reed from manager of

the chemical engineering division to en-

gineering manager of the department:

Harry K. Collins from manager of the

resin and insulation materials division

to manager of the plastics division; John

L. McMurphv from manager of the

compound division to manager of the

chemical division.

Sperry Corp. elected George C. Delp
a vice president. He is president of New
Holland Machine Co., New Holland,

Pa., a Sperry subsidiary.

Republic Aviation Corp., Farming-

dale, N. Y., appointed Robert R. Mil-

ler assistant to the president. He had
been executive vice president, sales, of

Menasco Mfg. Co., Burbank, Calif.

Lear, Inc., Grand Rapids. Mich.,

named G. Lester Jones chief engineer.

Recently he was assistant to the presi-

dent of Indian Motorcycle Co., but for

many years previously was chief engi-

neer’ of Sperry Products Co. and later

engineering and production manager of

Sperry Gyroscope Co.
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ENGINEERING

First Jet Transport: Avro XC-102
Canada’s contribution to high-speed passenger service nearing

completion. Designed to seat 40, cruise 430 mph. at 35,000 ft.

In the Avro XC-102 the Dominion
of Canada has something brand new
in the commercial transport field—

a

100-perccnt-jct-powercd design with an
economical cruising speed 100 mph.
faster than the newest American types.

Flying tests of the prototype are sched-

uled to begin in February,’ 1948.

The all-metal craft is an inter-city,

short-medium range, low-wing configura-

tion with nose wheel gear, and carries

40 passengers plus crew of three in a

pressurized cabin.

Power is supplied by four 3,500-lb.

static thrust (dry) Rolls-Royce Derwent
V (civil) turbojets giving the 52,500-lb.

liner a cruising speed of 430 mph. at

35,000 ft.

A noted American transport tech-

nician has said of the XC-102, "Every-

thing that is wanted by an airline for

maximum efficiency, combined with

definite safety, is incorporated in this

Few chances have been taken in in-

stalling untried equipment or novel pro-

duction methods.

Background-The Avro Canada XC-
102 was originally conceived, according

to Chief Designer E. H. Atkin, as "the

answer to the airline operators' needs,

which, many admit, have not been met
even by the most up-to-date of current

types."

Drawing-board work was laid down
in mid-1946, conforming to specific

requirements of Trans-Canada Airlines,

with appropriate ranges for domestic

Costs of original layout engineering

and planning and the two prototypes

now under construction were not un-

dertaken by TCA, but are bome by
Canadian government for the Royal

Editor’s Note: The accompany-

ing article is the first detailed re-

port on the world's first airplane

designed from the start as a

turbojet transport and actually un-

der construction. It was written

by Charles W. Cain, editor, until

its discontinuance this summer,
of "The Aeroplane Spotter",

noted British aeronautical journal.

Mr. Cain is in the United States

at the invitation of Aviation
Week. On a side trip to Canada
he toured the plant of A. V.

Roe Canada Ltd.

Canadian Air Force, and by Avro
Canada.

All design and construction is now
centered at 1,000,000-sq.ft. Malton
plant, a modem factory area situated

on the border of Toronto Airport.

When the XC-102 design was first

drawn, the engineers applied much of

the British Avro Tudor technique. But
as more British technicians were in-

corporated into the Avro Canada setup,

the design progressed quickly and now
owes very little to the original British

concept.

First thoughts were to use two, as

then untried, Rolls-Rovce Avon axial-

flow turbojets, each with 6500-7000 lb.

static thrust. To speed up prototype

trials the Avon has been dropped tem-

porarily, and the four Rolls-Royce Der-
went Vs utilized.

Naturally, the jet nacelle areas are

now larger because of twin grouping on
each wing, but Avro Canada engineers

are not seriously concerned about ad-

ditional drag.

Key Personnel—When the first proto-

type flies next February, Chief Test

Pilot D. H. Rogers, a Canadian, will be
at the controls. He is scheduled to go
to the Avro plant of the Hawker-Sid-
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deley Group, at Woodford, Lancashire,

to gain multi-jet transport experience by
flying the Avro Tudor 8, powered by
four Rolls-Royce Ncne turbojets. This

craft is for research only.

Since design was started just over

two years ago, fewer than 80 designers,

engineers and technicians have worked

on the XC-102. Key man is the Airplane

Division’s British-born chief designer

Atkin, who was assistant to the late Roy
Chadwick. Together they worked oh
the Manchester and Lancaster bombers,

the York and Tudor transports.

Number two man is another Brit-

isher, J. C. Floyd, assistant chief de-

signer, who is highly confident of the

success of the XC-102 but is non-com-

mittal regarding expected performance.

Looking after turbojet problems is

P. B. Dilworth, chief engineer and
manager of the Gas Turbine Design

Division, a Canadian who previously

worked with the National Research

Council in Canada (1939-42) and Great

Britain (1943-44). Before joining Avro

Canada, he was officer-in-charge of the

Cold Test Section (1944-46) taken over

from the NRC by Turbo Research Ltd.

Chief Metallurgist is British ex-RAF
R. Smallman-Tew, who was with Air-

speeds Ltd. (now part of de Havilland

Enterprises) before World War II.

Three men primarily responsible for

the green light are British Sir Roy H.
Dobson, president of Avro Canada;

Canadian Walter N. Deisher, vice-presi-

dent and general manager (recently gen-

eral manager of Fleets); and Canadian

Fred T. Smye, assistant general man-

^Avro Canada is not working under

parent name Avro Manchester (Eng-

land) but is a self-supporting unit of

the Hasvker-Siddeley Group. As a small

compact team, it is very conscious of its

role in the future world market for

jet transports.

If expectations are realized, theC-102
will be widely sought after. Quiet flying

is the desire of air travelers weary of

excessive cabin noise and enervating vi-

bration of the contemporary piston

engine passenger transport.

Descriptive Data

Although declining to give extensive

data on the XC-102 until it has flown,

nevertheless Avro Canada did permit

release of basic details on the full-scale

mock-up and the two prototypes under
construction. This allows sufficient

scope for close approximation of various

factors, including some dimensions,

weights, and performance data.

Fuselage—Length of this structure is

824 ft. It utilizes a conventional cir-

cular cross-section similar to the British

Tudor series, and is air-conditioned and
fully pressurized.

Special attention has been given to

air conditioning in view of the extreme
temperature range existing in Canada.
Because of the limited size of the XC-
102, the single-cylinder cross-section

has been found practical, simplifying

many problems associated with pres-

Fuselage skin is 24ST aluminum al-

loy, with flush riveting throughout.

Extrusions are supplied by Aluminum
Company of Canada. Frames and bulk-

heads are fabricated of 75ST sheet.

First two sets of frames came from
England to speed up production but

later models will be built with all-

Canadian processed parts.

Main Components-The four major

fuselage sections are; (1) Nose, embody-
ing the step-down cockpit and nose-

wheel gear installation, (2) pressuriza-

tion-gear, baggage and mail compart-

ments, and forward entry hatch (port),

(3) 40-seat passenger compartment and
rear entry hatch (port), and (4) tail

section, housing the rear baggage com-
partment and entry hatch (starboard).

Combined areas of front and rear bag-

gage compartments total just under 300

sq. ft.

Cockpit Details—Crew will consist of

pilot; copilot, handling radio and radar

equipment; and stewardess. A spare

seat is situated behind copilot’s for use

of a trainee.

Instrument grouping is simple and
follows standard practice. All instru-

mentation is being obtained from the

States.

Wire-sandwich glass is being tried

for anti-icing on the windshield, using

an a.c. system with a power range of

4-Skw.
Some electrical equipment is dupli-

cated to minimize localized transmis-

sion failures.

Passenger Accommodations—A cen-

tral aisle divides the compartment into

twin lines of 20 seats. All except the

first four seats face forward, although

this is not necessarily standard. As a

36-seat transport, these forward seats

would be removed.

Small-diameter, double-thickness,

porthole-type windows are used because

larger, square windows would compli-

cate pressurization and design factors.

Cabin accessories will be of Canadian
manufacture, and scats will be produced

in the Malton plant.

Behind the rear twin seats on the

portside, and forward of the rear entry

door, is a lighting, pressure, and tem-
perature panel for use by the stew-

ardess. To the rear of this door is the

galley, powder room, and usual effects.

Pressurization—Immediate inspection

is possible by concentrating all cabin
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refrigeration, smoke clearance and pres-

surization gear in the forward compart-

ment (behind cockpit), in contrast to

other designs where passenger compart-

ment ancillary units have been placed

under the cabin floor resulting in addi-

tional maintenance problems and com-
plexities.

British Normalair pressurization

equipment, in conjunction with the

standard Godfrey Brothers blower, ex-

erts a maximum pressure of 8.3 psi.,

but the cabin can be safely subjected

to 10 psi.

Pressurization tests were based ex-

tensively on the Hawker-Siddeley Group
trials with such types as the Tudor
series. The XC-102 high pressure dif-

ferential range is as follows (at 8.3 psi.):

Sea-level conditions at 21,500 ft. operat-

ing altitude; 2000 ft. conditions at 25,-

000 ft.; 4000/ft. at 30,000 ft.; and 6000
ft. at 35,000 ft.

A special distribution technique will

be employed which will give “warm
wall” heating to the cabin.

Wing—With total span of 98 ft., the

flush-riveted wing is produced on the

orthodox two-spar principle but with

the difference that the closely spaced

stringers in conjunction with the ta-

pered-thickness skin (0.12S in. at root

tapering to 0.040 in. at tip) are designed

to take care of torsional rigidity.

This is especially important because
of the high gust factor associated with

low wing loadings and high speeds.

Airfoil is an NACA symmetrical sec-

tion (maximum thickness about 30 per-

cent from leading edge) and no attempt
has been made to reduce the thickness

to gain additional speed. (Example is the

British Armstrong-Whitworth A.W.52.)
Dihedral starts 6 in. outboard of the

jet nacelles.

Wing root fillets are unusual. The

fuselage-to-wing leading edge is shaped

to cope with wing root upwash and
consequent "juddering.” The trailing

edge root is equally prominent.
Ordinary split flaps are incorporated.

Integral fuel tanks totalling 3000
U. S. gal. are built into the wing inboard

and outboard of the jet engines. If

integral tanks prove unsatisfactory there

is provision to accommodate collapsible

’’rhe empennage is a flush-riveted

cantilever structure of simple design

and conventional construction. Tail-

plane span is 37 ft.

Wing Anti-icing—Rubber boot ther-

mal anti-icing is incorporated in the

wing leading edge. Developed by Good-
rich in conjunction with NACA’s Cleve-

land Lab, it has been reported that

this thin wire heating has not, in the

past, proved completely successful, but
Avro Canada thinks it to be the answer
to their bad weather problems.
Power Plants - The four 3500-lb.-

static-thrust, British-built, civil Derwent
Vs, used because the Rolls-Royce Avon
axial turbojets would not be in produc-
tion by the time Avro Canada projected

any scale production program, has re-

finements for safety operation. These
include bleed valve and automatic shut-

off cocks to prevent possibility of

internal vaporization explosion, which
has been responsible for a number of

mishaps recently.

Power units are mounted side-by-

side in a housing and attached under
the main spars. The entire nacelle is

fireproof, and the firewall is equipped
with extinguisher fluid entrances.

No appreciable sound is expected in

the cabin from the jet units because
the tailcone is away from the fuselage

by a good margin.

Even if the overall weight of the

craft is increased, it may be offset by
greater thrust from the Derwents be-

cause civil development of the engine

is still continuing and the manufacturers

hope to increase its power.

A new axial-flow turbojet, the Avro
Canada T.R. 5 Orenda, may be used

in the future, but at least a year is

needed in development.

At present Avro Canada does not

favor the turboprop as a power unit,

one of the chief reasons, apart from
operation, being the factors of propeller

noise and engine vibration.

Landing Gear—One important feature

of the XC-102 design is the very light

undercarriage, consisting of twin-tire

main and nose gear designed by Dowty
in England. Lightness is obtained by
short-length oleo units. Main wheel

attachments are to the rear spar, the

wheels retracting forward to fit in be-

tween the twin nacelles. Hydraulic ac-

tuation is used.

Popular query of airplane pilots is

length of takeoff run. Because the XC-
102 is lightly loaded (overall weight of

52.500 lb. for a payload of more than

12.500 lb.), its takeoff run of under
4000 ft. compares favorably with con-

temporary transports.

With 1,000,000 sq. ft. of production
space available, the Malton plant em-
ploys under 2000 persons (9000 em-
ployed building Avro Lancaster bombers
during last war). With these facilities,

combined with the projected first flight

date of February 1, it looks as if Canada
will beat both Britain and the U. S.

in the pure jet transport field.

President Sir Roy H. Dobson stated

recently, that following Avro Canada’s
own test program, the prototype XC-
102 will be delivered to Trans-Canada
Airlines for operational trials not later

than the beginning of 1950.
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How A Helicopter is Tested for CAA Certification
After almost ten years of exper-

imentation, and investment of

hundreds of thousands of dollars,

Stanley Hiller, Jr., via his United
Helicopters, Inc., finally has pro-

duced a certificated rotorcraft.

Just ivhat is involved now in

technical groundwork to obtain

such CAA recognition for a

Since the "Hiller 360" is only

the fourth—and latest—helicop-

ter type to be commercially li-

censed in this country, Aviation-

Week has asked Air. Hiller to de-

scribe what a manufacturer is up
against when it tries to obtain

official approval for a rotary wing
craft.

Here's the story of what led to

the final design, and what was
done by the Palo Alto, Calif.,

manufacturer, to get the certifi-

By 1946, United Helicopters had
made its final decision on the type of

rotorcraft to produce in quantity. This
decision was made after carefully evalu-

ating information gathered from actual

flight tests of several designs.

Since 1939, Hiller had strived to

build a productionable helicopter. His

first efforts culminated in the flight tests

of the original Model XH-44, a coaxial

Then came a two-passenger, 235-hp.

rotary wing craft produced during the

war, followed by a simplified, 125-hp.

coaxial design which was later devel-

oped into the "Commuter.”
After this, an extremely simplified

control mechanism was produced and

first tried on a flying test machine using

jet force at the tail tor anti-torque con-

trol.

Finally, a flight-test-frame for a tail-

rotor-type copter was developed. This

was equipped with United's exclusive

servo control system, giving a machine

considered basically stable—the Hiller

360. United chose this design for pro-

duction.

Moving Platform Tests—After more
than 75 hr. of flight testing, the copter

was mounted on a special platform car-

ried on a truck. Inis test rig, when
driven at speeds exceeding 65 mph.,
simulated many conditions of flight

which would be encountered with a

more heavily loaded, larger craft of

similar configuration. A four-man crew
conducted the analyses.

By slowing the rotor and increasing

truck speeds, various tip speed condi-

tions, blade loading to angle conditions,

etc., were analyzed. A special collector

ring mounted just under the main rotor

was used to determine the angle of the

rotating disk.

Configuration Specified—Next phase

of development of this first production

helicopter was to design a unit around
a presently available, 178-hp. engine.

A mockup of a three-passenger, 2200-lb.

gross load craft was constructed.

It was at this point that CAA was ad-

vised of United’s interest in obtaining

a license for a copter of this general

configuration and control system,

scaled up from the smaller flying-test-

frame, which by this time, had logged

over 125 hr.

Components Tested—After many

United Helicopters is latest company to get

type approval, lists steps for requirements.
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Certificated 360 carries Mike Doolin, San Francisco Airport manager; Frank W. Peterson,

test pilot; and Eugene Bishop, publisher. On ground arc George Tenny, vice-president of

San Francisco's chamber of commerce; Stanley Hiller, Jr. (center); and Howard R. White

of CAA, who is handing the Administration's certificate to Hiller.

months of design, various dies, jigs and
fixtures were built and the first parts

for unit tests were manufactured.

First sectional assemblies, such as

the end of the tail boom, were statically

loaded to requirements.

Main and tail rotors were vibration

tested on a specially constructed ap-

paratus. Electronic strain gage equip-

ment was used, and a special clock kept

an accurate record of time in cycles ac-

cumulated on the rotor sections under

study. The system was arranged to stop

automatically if a break occurred in the

structure.

Main rotor blade was also subjected

to static droop trials.

Because United had designed and

built its own landing gear structure, it

had to carry out its own drop test pro-

gram, and a specially constructed drop

stand was developed.

Tires and tubes could be used only

for a few drops because so much weight

was employed that the rim would cut

through.

Main gear box was mounted in a

large jig so as to apply far greater torque

loads than on an actual flying ship,

strain gage equipment was used to keep

a complete record.

A combination arm-and-motor ap-

paratus was constructed to preload and

vibrate the tension torsion rods for botn

main and tail rotor assemblies. Over 15

tons could be developed by the main

jaws holding the rod.

Flight Tests—After completing tests

on the various parts and component as-

semblies, the first flying product was

manufactured.

This craft was flown for 35 hr., and
small adjustments and changes indi-

cated by the flights were then incor-

porated.

It was at this time that CAA desig-

nated a Type Certificate (TC) Board.

At United's plant these men made a

thorough study of the copter, and the

details of their comments were incor-

porated in the basic design of the 360.

Tiedown Run—Next phase of the

CAA test program was the 100-hr., tie-

down run. Here, 90 percent of the tests

was run at full power with rotors posi-

tioned at full forward flight angle.

To expedite the procedure, 6 crews

of 2 men each went on 24-hr. duty, and

the complete 100-hr. tests required a

total of only 1 30 hr. The extra time was

required for gassing up and checks at

frequent intervals. Three CAA repre-

sentatives were on hand during this

operation.

Upon completion of the 100-hr.

ground run, the entire helicopter was

disassembled, Magnafluxed, X-rayed,

and otherwise thoroughly checked for

defects. This, also, was done under the

guidance of CAA representatives.

Oscillograph Checks—The 360 was

then reassembled, and flown again for

approximately 40 hr. Electronic oscil-

lograph equipment was then installed to

record the various stresses which occur

during flight. The oscillograph unit

and panel were positioned as to permit

operation during any phase of flight.

While strain gage tests were being

carried out on the first finished heli-

copter, the prime structure of a second

360 was being statically tested to de-

struction.

Following this, additional flight tests

were conducted on the first Hiller 360
for final CAA approval.

The certificated copter has an open
cockpit and is considered by United to

offer more immediate industrial use.

HILLER 360
FUNDAMENTAL DATA

.um certified gross

FUSELAGE—All-metal scinimonocoq

Maximum width

length (tail rotor vertical)

Height (to top of totoil . .

CABIN—Width (at scat)

Length (seat back to nose l

POWLR PLAN r-Aitcoo’cd Motors.

MAIN ROTOR—Diameter

Number of blades

PERFORMANCE-High speed

Cruising speed (70 percent power

Rang.

Endurance
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Plastic Film Devised

For Electrical Heating

Extensive aircraft application is an-

ticipated for a new electrical-conductor

plastic which can be sprayed on a sur-

face and upon curing becomes a heat-

ing element.

Douglas Aircraft Co. has already be-

gun using the material for thermal anti-

icing of Ore DC-6 cabin-air combustion
heater intake. This compound-curva-

ture aluminum part is sprayed with 45
sq. in. of the product, known as Electro-

film.

The element receives 250w. on a 27v.

circuit and maintains an intake temper-

ature of 100 F. during flight operation

of the heater under icing conditions at

30 F. outside air.

Engineers of E. R. Hall Co., 7120 4

Laurel Canyon Boulevard, North Holly-

wood, Calif., developer and marketer

of the material, say that the element i:

less subject to burnout than are wire

heating installations.

The plastic substance is being tested

also for heating of aircraft gun mecha-
nisms and bomb shackles.

New Data on Jet Steel

Results of recent research on sigma

phase, a brittle compound formed by
certain alloying atoms in steel sub-

jected to high temperature, arc expected

to influence the metallurgy of high-heat

materials used in jet engines.

The studies reveal that the more cold

working (rolling, hammering, and draw-

ing) the metal previously receives, the

greater and more rapid will be the

formation of the sigma phase.

It was discovered, too, that the pres-

ence of a structure called delta ferrite

also increases measurably the sigma

phase formation.

The investigation was conducted at

Illinois Institute of Technology by Dr.

Otto Zmeskal, director of the metal-

lurgical engineering department; Dr.

Pun Kien Koh, associate director of

research at Allegheny Ludlum Steel

Corp.’s tool and die steel division; and
John J. Gilman, Campbell Fellow at

Columbia University.

Aids Drafting Procedure

T-Square, made by Instrumaster In-

dustries, 2456-72 West Jackson Blvd.,

Chicago 12, 111, is constructed to pro-

vide complete view of work area on
which it is placed and reduce possibility

of smudging working surface. Device

is molded in one piece of shatterproof,

clear plastic, has double head so both
sides are usable, and ribs which pro-

trude .020 in. above and below for

smooth moving.

niLLIAMJ
aircraft
finishes

sssgtgsssi
Whatever your requirements in aircraft finishes, you can get

For your convenience, there are 19 carefully selected colors

—plus black and white—in the complete Sherwin-Williams

Aircraft Color Line. These colors have been chosen for theit

\ility. Pigments are pure struck colors, free from any

tinting (except where hue is lightened by addition of white).

And all of these colors are available in four types of finish:

Opex Pigmented Nitrate Dope, Opex Pigmented Butyrate

Dope, Opex High Gloss Lacquer, Kem Synthetic High
Gloss Enamel.

In addition to this comprehensive color line, Sherwin-

Williams offers selected finishes for every aircraft and air-

port need from ramp equipment to offices and hangars.

The Sherwin-Williams Co., Aircraft Division, Cleveland 1,

Ohio. (Export Division, Newark, New Jersey.)

Products of Sherwin-Williams Industrial Research

Sherwin-Williams
AIRCRAFT FINISHES
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SALES & SERVICE

quiet airplane tests under NACA sponsor-

By Alexander MeSurely

From now on, solution of the light

airplane noise problem depends essen-

tially only on the industry's willingness

to act.

The way to make personal airplanes

quiet and remove community objections

to the noise of close-in airports is clearly

charted for plane manufacturers by the

Aeronautical Research Foundation’s
NACA-sponsored experimental program
at Boston.

Individual Problem—Whether the

manufacturers will still hold back as

with three-blade, four-blade, six-blade and

eight-blade propellers. Two basic hubs, one

blades and one which accommodates three

or six blades, were used in the scries of tests.

they have done in the past is largely an
individual problem until one boss

decides his company will make the

engineering investment required for

quieting his auplane. As soon as one
maker does it, the other companies
probably will have to provide competi-
tive designs.

A year of experiments at Boston re-

ceived public recognition at the recent

meeting of National Association of

State Aviation Officials when repre-

sentatives of more than 40 states

watched a demonstration of two well-

known stock models, a two-placer and a

=.our-placer, modified so that at 100 ft.

altitude they sounded like distant elec-

tric sewing machines.
Modified—The planes were a Stinson

Voyager 150 and a Piper Cub J-3 tan-

dem trainer, models which probably sold

in greater numbers than any other post-

war built lightplanes in their classes.

Modifications on each included a re-

duction gear and mufflers and a four-

blade fixed pitch propeller.

The Cub installation used a 1 1 5-hp.

Lycoming four-cylinder engine, the type

currently used to power the four-place

Piper Family Cruiser. Reduction gear-

ing of 0.632 was accomplished by using

an installation of five V belts between
engine and propeller. Such an installa-

tion promises to be a relatively inexpen-

sive solution to the gearing problem in-

herent in quieting airplanes.

More Experience—Perhaps some
manufacturers will desire additional ex-

perience on such installations before

making them standard on their produc-

tion airplanes. But the fact that the Civil

Aeronautics Administration has licensed

commercially the Mooney M-18 one-

placcr which uses a similar V-belt drive

is indication that this type of installa-

tion is gaining engineering acceptance
for aircraft use.

The muffler used on the Cub is the

ejection muffler designed by Prof. Otto
Koppcn of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, which serves in dual ca-

pacity to cool the engine as well as

quiet it. A straight-through tube is

used with a muff of Fiberglas, which
can be used because of the low tempera-

ture of the exhaust.

Cub Performance—Operated as a one-

placer. the Cub made excellent short

takeoffs and short landings in a tiny air-

strip near the Cambridge bank of the

Charles river, although no modification

had been made to the standard Cub
wing. The light loading, the extra power
and the greater efficiency of the slower

turning propeller all contributed to this

performance.

Prof. Koppen is interested in develop-

ing a similar plane with high lift devices

for still shorter takeoffs and landings.

Such landing characteristics are neces-

sary in addition to the quieting of noise

for the operation of planes on small

Noise Residue—As the Cub and the

Stinson flew overhead at altitudes of

around 100 to 500 ft. their small residue

of noise was completely drowned by
automobiles on the street alongside the

airstrip and by a twin-engine transport

aircraft which flew past at about 2000
ft. altitude.

The Stinson uses a Franklin six-

cylinder engine similar in most respects

to the Franklin helicopter engine, which
develops 180 hp. at 3000 engine rpm.
A reduction gear with the same reduc-

tion ratio as the V belt reduction gear

Noise Problem Up to Industry

Results of NACA-sponsored experiments demonstrated

with two stock models modified for sound reduction.
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oil the Cub, 0.652, slows down the pro-

peller so that it turns at about 1-100

rpm. when the engine is turning over

at full takeoff rpm. 1 he engine and
gear together weigh -14 lb. more than

the conventional i50-hp. Franklin en-

gine with which the plane was origi-

nally powered.
Next Step—Muffling the Stinson's en-

gine are two experimental Maxim-built

mufflers with stainless steel muffs,

which arc visible below and behind the

cowling in accompanying pictures. The
mufflers weigh 24 lb. a unit. Prof. Kop-
pen's next step will be to combine the

exhaust into one of the mufflers to see

if that will be a satisfactory noise re-

duction.

The recent tests showed considerable

noise reduction progress smee those

witnessed by two Aviation Week
editors on the Stinson a year ago, be-

fore the Maxim silencers were installed.

Report—Results of the tests in actual

decibel readings are being compiled and
checked by NACA and will be made
public later in a report to industry.

Prof. Koppen and Prof. Fav Taylor,

both of MIT. and Arthur Tully of Har-

vard University, are principal technical

advisers on the project. Prof. Lynn Bol-

linger of Harvard University business

school is executive director.

Tests have been conducted on the

Stinson with experimental propellers

ranging from two-blade to eight-blade

configurations. Two experimental hubs,

one capable of holding either three or

six blades and the other accommodating

two, four or eight blades, were used in

these tests.

Sound Meters—Decibel readings are

taken by sound level meters at takeoff

of the planes, at 100-ft. level and at

500-ft. level. Ground measurements also

have been made at various points about
the Stinson in an effort to separate the

noise of the engine from the noise of the

propeller.

While the engineering project of

modifying the airplanes .or quiet dying

is virtually complete, the flight test

phase of tire program is expected to con-

tinue for some time. It is planned to

fly the two airplanes from several land-

ing areas to get a comparative reaction

from the residents of a number of dif-

ferent localities.

Loans—Meters and sound equipment

used in the tests are being lent by the

MIT acoustical laboratory, and the

foundation has had the advantage on
the project of numerous loans and cost

reductions from industry, principally

Stinson, Sensenich Propellers, and
Franklin.

As previously reported in Aviation
Week, negotiations are under way for

the loan of a Goodyear Duck pusher

amphibian for use in another noise re-

duction project.

Earlier Analysis—The NACA sponsor-

ship of the Aeronautical Research proj-

ects is an extension of the earlier

theoretical analysis of propeller noise

problems by Dr. Theodore Theodorsen
and Arthur A. Regier of the NACA
Langley Field laboratory. This analysis

was supplemented by the demonstration

of a Stinson L-5 plane equipped with a

five-blade experimental propeller, a re-

duction gear engine and a large muffler,

flown for military and industry leaders

at Langley Field in May, 1947.

One important phase of the Boston

studies has been a demonstration that

modifications to quiet an airplane can

be made without detracting from the

aircraft's appearance; the stock model

airplane so modified is not radically dif-

ferent in ''packaging" from an ordinary

plane.

Safety Drive Succeeding
Officials of the Aircraft Division,

Utah Safety Council, first such organi-

zation set up in any state, report their

current safety campaign “has greatly re-

duced such practices as buzzing and low
flying" by private pilots in the state.

Utah residents were urged in July to

report all hazardous flying practices to

State Aeronautics Director Joe Bergin

or the nearest airport manager, giving

type of craft, color, number and time of

dav at which offense occurred.

Resolution-Aircraft Division Director

James A. Peterson—while unable to cite

specific cases of public cooperation—says

the drive has been so successful a resolu-

tion will be forwarded to the National

Safety Council in Chicago urging forma-

tion of similar committees in other

The division has likewise voted to

adopt a resolution recently passed by
the Utah Municipal League asking that

an aeronautics program suggested by
the U. S. Air Force be installed in all

Utah high schools.

Shop CAA-Approved
The Oakland Aircraft Engine Service

is now operating a CAA-approved en-

gine overhaul shop in the former Pacific

Airmotive Co. quarters at the Oakland.

Calif., Airport. A. A. MacDonald and

Rudolph Lemke, formerly general man-
ager and production manager for PAC,
are partners in the new company. All

personnel was formerly employed by
PAC.
The company, which will serve private

owners and commercial airlines, is

equipped to handle accessories, magna-
fluxing and plating.

Provo Airport Aid
Provo, Utah, has signed a formal con-

tract with the government stipulating

that the municipality will accept federal

aid for scheduled municipal airport im-

provements. The government will pay

61.82 percent of the 550,140 drainage

and runway improvements, with Provo

and the Utah state government footing

DOWNTOWN AIRPARK FOR BUENOS AIRES
front park near the heart of dition to the $70,000,000 Ezeiza National

res, an '•Acroparque" with four Airport being constructed south of Atgen-

in service to the center of the tina’s capital city. The smaller field will be

- in service. One runway, 1000 terminal for plane service to Montevideo,

%
and about 80 meters wide, is Uruguay; Mar Del Plata resort, and Asun-
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NEW AVIATION PRODUCTS
For Driving Jobs

Low-speed, high-torque, air screw-

driver and nut setter, announced by Aro
Equipment Corp., Bryan, Ohio, is avail-

able in 12 models, ranging from 450 to

1100 rpm., and includes pistol or lever

type tools with positive or friction

•clutch. Standard equipment includes S

it. of 4-in. hose and fittings, finder, and

5 bits. Suspension bale is furnished on
all lever models.

Controls Air Flow-

Flow control instruments made by
Fischer & Porter Co., Dept. 5A-N, Hat-

boro, Pa., incorporate new pneumatic
control mechanism featuring: (1) single

piece housing; (2) concentric input and
index for fixed relation of component
parts; (5) control point, not disturbed

by value action reversal; (4) easily re-

moved control assembly, without shut-

down; (5) reset speed adjustment, cali-

brated 0.2 to 50 min.; (6) transfer valve;

and (7) 0 to 200% throttling range

adjustment.

Measures Vibration

Vibrometer which measures and re-

cords frequency, displacement, and
wave shape of mechanical vibration, is

announced by Special Products Divi-

sion, General Electric Co., Schenec-
tady, N. Y. Operating on fixed base or
held in hands, unit weighs 7 lb., is less

than S in. long, and is applicable to fre-

quency range of 10 to 120 cps., record-

ing both steady-state and transient vi-

brations. Prod contacts vibrating body
and motion is amplified by a cross-spring

arrangement and transmitted to inkless,

observable stylus which records on wax
paper for permanent record. Another
stylus produces timing mark near edge
of paper every 4 sec. Both chart speed

and interval between timing marks are

governed by synchronous motor oper-

ated from 1 1 5v., 60c. power supply.

Two push buttons are provided to give

chart speeds of 1 and 3 in. per sec.

Low-Range Pressure Cells

Three new SR-4 Fluid Pressure Cells,

extending available ranges down to

0-200 psi., one-tenth of previous mini-

mum range, are announced by Baldwin
Locomotive Works, Phila. 42, Pa.

Higher accuracy within each range is

stated to be principal advantage gained.

Calibration accuracy of all cells at any
pressure is within rtzi percent of full

range. Other new ranges are 0-500 and
0-1000 psi. Resistance wire strain gages,

bonded to outside wall of cell tube, are

stretched when pressure expands tube,

thus increasing their electrical resistance.

Change of resistance may be measured
electrically by remote indicator or re-

corder, or used to trip a relay or actuate

control device. Only 4 v. supply is re-

Comfort Aloft

Two custom, executive-type aircraft

seats are offered by Hardman Tool &
Engineering Co., 12324 Center St-

South Gate, Calif., for planes ranging

from DC-3 and comparable size craft

through all multi-engined types. Model
3004 swivel chair (shown) is licensed

under CAR 04b, where chair is allowed

to face any position in takeoff and land-

ing while occupied. Features include:

Plunger type swivel locks, control but-

tons for swivel and 70-deg. recline

mechanisms, foam rubber padding, and
accommodations for “Mae West” life

jacket, magazines, etc. Model 3001 is

lounge seat offering similar refinements

and is adaptable for swivel mounting.

Aircraft Finish

To protect surface of all-metal plane

against atmospheric corrosion, and re-

duce costly polishing operations, The
Glidden Co., 11001 Madison Avenue,
Cleveland 2, Ohio, offers No. 342 Dural

coating, tough, clear, resinous material

for spray application to polished dural

or aluminum clad skin. Product pos-

sesses near lacquer drying speed without

objectionable peeling and yellowing. Ac-

tual service tests arc claimed to demon-
strate that, when properly applied, it

may be expected to protect polished sur-

face from atmospheric corrosion, water-

spotting, and stains for six months to

year under varying flight conditions,

with necessity for polishing eliminated

during period. Approximately 650 sq.

ft. may be coated with each gallon.

Fitting with Self-Flare

Self-flaring, tube fitting, “Uniflare,”

claimed leakproof and capable of being

taken apart and reconnected many times

without weakening seal or damaging

flare, is offered by Scovill Mfg. Co.,

Watcrbury 91, Conn. Fitting has only-

two parts (body and nut). Thrust collar

in nut shears off under ordinary wrench

force and clamps onto the tube to form
sealed joint. By eliminating both pre-

liminary flaring operation and tube

cracking that sometimes accompanies
flaring, product is said to save time, la-

Small Tachometer Head

Small size and light weight are fea-

tures of new Type 35 tachometer head,

made by Metron Instrument Co., 432

Lincoln St., Denver 9, Colo., for AN
specification pad-type aircraft mount-
ings. For use with all Metron indicators,

head is reported to employ electric

contact-making mechanism affording

sustained accuracy. Lubrication is per-

manent. Unit, weighing only 11 oz.

and requiring small operating torque,

permits full scale indicator ranges as low

as 200 or as high as 10,000 rpm. Electri-

cal connections are made with standard

AN fittings and overall projection from

mounting surface is 44 in.
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FINANCIAL

Northrop, Convair Trends Conflict

Although having similar interests, the two firms reveal

wide financial differences in reports.

Recent financial reports by Northrop
Aircraft, Inc., and Consolidated Vultee
Aircraft Corp., reveal contrasting trends,

although a community of interest, cov-

ering various phases, surrounds the two
companies.

A former chairman of Northrop's
board of directors, LaMotte T. Cohu,
is now president of Convair. Northrop
has subcontracted its B-49 order to Con-
vair on a reported ‘‘satisfactory fee” ar-

rangement. Merger rumors have re-

ceived prominent conjecture but at last

reports were officially disclaimed.

Northrop Profit—For the year ended
July 31, 1948, Northrop showed a net

profit, after federal income taxes, of

$520,146, equivalent to $1.16 per com-
mon share on 450,039 shares outstand-

ing. This compares with net income of

S240, 573 reported for the preceding

Northrop’s net sales, including in-

come from Northrop Aeronautical In-

stitute, aggregated S26,943,788 for the

1948 fiscal year. This compared with

$29,423,032 for the previous year. The
increase in net profits for the current

period in the face of lower total billings

is attributable to adjustments resulting

from losses on non-aviation activities.

Subsidiary — The major non-aviation

enterprise was centered in Salsbury Mo-
tors, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary

of Northrop, launched by the latter’s

former board chairman. Salsbury, a

manufacturer of motor scooters and
other automotive devices, was acquired

by Northrop in December. 1945. This
was done by exchanging 24,056 shares

of Northrop's capital stock for the en-

tire Salsbury capitalization. The value

ascribed to the exchange was stated as

$201,980.

From the date of its acquisition, Sals-

bury remained a losing proposition and
was finally abandoned through receiver-

ship proceedings in 1947. Northrop,

however, is continuing to pay for the

losses incurred in this venture. For the

short period in the 1946 fiscal period,

Salsbury contributed a loss of $1 10,435
to Northrop. During the 1947 fiscal

year, provision for Salsbury’s losses

mounted to $921,671 and is responsible

for the poor showing made by Northrop
during that period. In the 1948 fiscal

period, Northrop absorbed total losses

of $515,000 as a result of this subsidi-

ary’s operations. Reference is made to

an additional contingent liability of

about $90,000. All told, Salsbury may
cost Northrop a total of more than

$1,800,000, equivalent to around $4.08

per share.

A Drain—Despite the Salsbury drain,

Northrop has consistently improved the

net book value of its equity. This equity

rose from $14.04 per share at July 31,

1946, to $15.04 two years later. During
this period a dividend of 25 cents per

share was paid. A like dividend was
paid last month. As of July 31, 1948,

net working capital alone amounted to

$9.65 per share.

Northrop had bank loans amounting
to $2 million as of Sept. 30, 1948. This
was drawn down from a $3 million bank
credit agreement which expires on Dec.
31, 1948. Presumably, very little diffi-

culty is anticipated in extending this

agreement for another year.

The Backlog— The aircraft backlog
amounted to $96 million as of July 31,

1948, and is believed to have been in-

creased somewhat since that date. The
major production orders are centered in

the Flying Wing B-49. It is this order

which is being subcontracted to Con-
vair, leaving Northrop's main produc-

tion facility at Hawthorne available for

other manufacture. Still remaining to

be delivered, as of July 31, 1948, were
twelve B-35s previously ordered.

The company’s attempt to produce
a commercial air transport was centered

in the development of the three-engined

Pioneer. Presumably the fortunes of

the airlines did not readily permit much
encouragement for this aircraft. How-
ever, it is believed some interest was
expressed from foreign countries. As
of July 31, 1948, Northrop carried

among its assets deferred charges of

$749,587, representing the net develop-

ment cost of this type aircraft. Modified,

this type aircraft is being produced as

the Raider, a military transport, under
contract with the U. S. Air Force. The
military version, reported more power-
ful than its civilian predecessor, may
absorb a substantial portion of the

development costs incurred thus far.

Another Story—A far different story

is revealed by Consolidated Vultee Air-

craft Corp. in its report for the six

months ended May 31, 1948. For this

period, a net loss of $7,534,419 was dis-

closed. This compares with a net loss

of $769,827 reported for the like period

a year ago but after giving effect to a

$1,708,206 carryback tax credit and

after charging $1,782,827 for experi-

mental and developmental costs. The
net operating loss for the vear ended

Nov. 30, 1947, was $16,721,393.

Convair’s management indicated that

the loss from all operations for the fiscal

year to end Nov. 30, 1948, will range

between $9 million and $9.5 million.

This would seem to indicate that the

net loss will be confined between $1.5

million and $2 million for the current

six months.
Reason—The large deficits reported

thus far are attributed to the develop-

ment of the Convair-Liner. Actual op-

erating losses would have been even

larger during the current period’ were

it not for the special reserve of $11

million allocated from earned surplus

as of Nov. 30, 1947, to provide for pos-

sible losses on this transport project.

Presumably, the loss on the Convair-

Liner, amounting to $8,114,529, in-

cluding a $480,000 warranty, was
charged to this special reserve during

the six months ended May 31, 1948.

Thus far. a total of 158 Convair-

Liners has been sold. The management
hopes to sell additional planes and in

this manner partially offset previous

losses on this program.
Important— That is why the plane

leasing company it is attempting to

sponsor is of such importance to Con-
vair. It may provide the facility to place

orders for aditional aircraft.

However, unless the equipment
company obtains financing independent

of its sponsor, Convair will have a con-

tingent liability on all planes leased

until completely liquidated.

Convair has arranged for a $20 mil-

lion bank credit with $10 million drawn
down as of Sept. 30. 1948.

Unfilled Orders—The company’s back-

log of unfilled orders is reported at $168
million as of Mav 31, 1948. Of this

amount, $134 million was represented

by militarv business. In the recent re-

port, emphasis was placed on the fact

that the company had firm orders for

95 B-36s. There have been recurrent

indications that this order was slated

for a cutback by one-half. Any such

intention now appears to have been
reversed with the order remaining at

its present number after having been

reduced by five from the original 100.

The order for the B-36s is the back-

bone of Convair’s present backlog. It

is quite obvious that any impairment

of this military award would have
seriously compounded the difficulties

engendered by the Convair-Liner devel-

opment program.

—Selig Altschul
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LETTERS
Handley-Page Item

(The item read as follows: “Qualified ob-

servers at Handley-Page are afraid the

Hermes IV may be heading tor anothci

Tudor fiasco. Reports of high stalling

speed, one of Tudor's difficulties, will mean
long take-off and landing runs and high

landing speeds. Pilots report that the con-

trols of the Hermes IV are excessively

heavy." The article was bricted in the U. S.

from a McGraw-Hill London dispatch.

Aviation Week regrets inaccurate implica-

tion that the plane had already flown and
hopes the tears ot its original sources at

Handley-Page will be wrong.

—

Ed. Note).

Both by friends- in Washington and in

London, our attention has been drawn to

the following extract from Aviation-

Week's issue of the 20th of August.
"Qualified observers at Handley-Page are

afraid the Hermes IV may be heading for

another Tudor fiasco. Reports of high
stalling speeds, one of the Tudor’s difficul-

ties, will mean long take-offs and landing

runs and high landing speeds. Pilots report

that the controls of the Hermes IV arc

excessively heavy.”

It is significant that whereas the state-

ment was -printed in your issue of the 30th
of August, the first flights of the Hermes
IV were not made until the 5th of Sep-
tember; one week later.

How could stalling speed characteristics

be known to . . . “qualified observers” (!)

a week in advance of an aircraft’s first

flight?

How did “pilots report that the controls

of the Hermes IV are extremely heavy"
when only the chief test pilot of this Com-
pany has flown the aircraft to date?

Unknown to us are those "qualified ob-
servers at Handley-Page" who are said to

have made the pessimistic prognostications

which you report. We should like to dis-

cover the grounds on which they based

their statements about the flying qualities

of an aircraft which, at the time, had
neither left the ground nor started its taxy-

ing trials. Possibly these “qualified ob-

servers" are on a parity with “aviation

experts", "official sources." "authoritative

circles" and other tried and trusted friends

of the press!

In view of the important position which
Aviatson Week is understood to hold in its

particular sphere, greater care should be
taken in chocking the accuracy of reports

before the -publication of disparaging re-

marks about new British aircraft.

In view of your potentially damaging
statements in regard to an aircraft which,

owing to its success, is a world competitor

in the civil aviation market, we would ask

that in your next issue vou publish a re-

traction of these statements about the

Hermes IV and give the same equal prom-
inence in your "Industry Observer Column”
to the true facts.

R. E. Nmorx
Handley-Page Ltd.

Cricklewood, London, England

A Flight Engineer Talks

The Apr. 14 ruling of the CAB stating

that "after December I, 1948, an airman
holding a Flight Engineer certificate shall be
required solely as a Flight Engineer on all air-

craft certificated for more than 80,000 lb.

maximum take-off weight, and on all other

aircraft certificated for more than 30,000

lb. maximum take-off weight where the ad-

ministrator has found that the design of the

aircraft used or the type of operation is such

as to require engineer personnel," has

evoked considerable published comment in-

dicating a general opinion that the airlines

will be forced, at considerable expense, to

carry a third crew member who may be help-

ful only very rarely and whose value, at best,

is intangible. We have been told that many
millions may ultimately be spent by the air-

line industry to equip and operate its four

engine aircraft with a third crew member.
The principal reason for the Flight Engi-

neer requirement seems to be the opinion of

the GAB that the additional crew member
will increase operational safety by relieving

the pilots of certain mechanical duties, thus

enabling them to concentrate on actual flight

problems. This line of thought is sound,

and is certainly sufficient justification for the

inclusion of the third man. A Flight Engi-

neer can, however, save an airline consider-

ably more money than would be lost if an

airplane crashed solely because the third man
was not carried. Such accidents arc pos-

sible, and have happened, but admittedly

quite rarely.

Assuming that personnel training and
airplane modification costs actually will be
as high as estimated, and that carrying the

additional crew member will result in the

payload loss about which we have been
told (that year round 100 percent load

factor must be here at last)—assuming that

all this will be the case, the expenditure still

represents but a small fraction of the total

amount of money which can be saved by the

airlines in ground maintenance time (evalu-

ated at S23.000 per day for certain aircraft)

diagnose malfunctioning units and systems

in flight.

It is beyond the capacity of the average

pilot of today to assimilate—in addition to

the ever increasing amounts of information

required as routine pilot knowledge—the

hundreds of details of construction and op-

eration of the many complex svstems in-

cluded in modern transport aircraft.

Intelligent flight trouble-shooting is a

necessity for high aircraft utilization, and
can be accomplished only by personnel spe-

ciallv trained for such work—men whose
training includes complete knowledge of the

airplane in which thev are living, in addi-

tion to a background which will enable them
to utilize this knowledge to its best advan-

Pilots on today’s large airplanes haw
neither the time to learn nor the capacity

to retain the tremendous amount of infor-

mation required if thev were to attempt to

know the airplane completely. Consequently,

the log book of the airplane flown with a

two-man crew too frequently contains nota-

tions which describe malfunctions in gen-

eral terms only; for example, “Pressurization

system inoperative;” ’’No. 2 engine rough;”

Similar difficulties, after diagnosis by a

man who has been trained in detail for this

work, arc described in a manner such as to

obviate the necessity for lengthy and com-

plicated ground trouble-shooting procedures.

For example, the Flight Engineer would

provide information as “unable to pressurize

above 4.3 Hg with full supercharger output.

Symptoms indicate leak in pressure duct of

left supercharger"; “No. 2 engine rough on

both mags, auto-lean. Smooth in auto-rich

at all powers. Fuel flow and BMEP low in

auto-lean. Manifold pressure normal"; or

“left heater output very low. Cycling light

comes on approximately every five minutes.

Maximum heater output temperature 63

degrees at outside air temperature of —15
degrees. Heater controls in maximum heat

position.”

A competent engineer can flight trouble-

shoot malfunctioning systems well enough

to be able to radio ahead to the next sta-

tion and have mechanics stand by with

necessarv replacement parts. How much
more efficient (and less expensive for the

operator) is this than hours of delav usually

reouired bv maintenance personnel to isolate

elusive troubles. The advent of equipment

like the electronic engine analyzer, which

has already more than justified its installa-

tion in four-engine aircraft, demands that a

specialized technician be available to effi-

ciently operate such devices.

Most important of all, a well-trained and

competent Flight Eneineer can ANTICI-
PATE trouble bv observing trends, and can

prevent its develomnent to a serious and
expensive stage. Present airplane and en-

gine instrumentation is sufficient to show, in

many cases, incipient failures or malfunc-

tions which, if acted upon immediately,

could be prevented from causing damage or

disaster. Constant monitoring of instru-

ments and analysis of their readings is the

job of the Flight Eneineer and the job

which, if done well, pays great dividends to

all concerned.

The foregoing comments are not predic-

tions but have been proven by manv years

of actual exoericnce on manv tvnes of

equipment. It is understandably difficult

for operators who have h->d little or no
experience with a aualified Flight Engineer-

ing group to recognize the CAB ruling as a

new source of revenue. It would certainly

seem that the best course of action for the

airlines is to take full advantage of the addi-

tional man and get as much for their monev
as possible. This can be accomplished only

by an intensive and thorough training pro-

gram for men with suitable background,

and bv the delegation to these men of in-

flight operational and inrisdictional resoon-

sihilitv sufficient to enable them to fully

utilize this training and background.

John Anderson. President

Airline Flight Engineers Association

Local No. 24200
American Federation of Labor
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AIR TRANSPORT
No End in Sight for Cargo Fight

CAB orders reopening of records in airfreight case

before decision on certificating all-cargo carriers.

By Charles Adams

The marathon tooth-and-nail scrap

between the regular passenger-carrying

airlines and their all-cargo competitors

has been extended into 1949 by a CAB
order which gives the certificated com-
panies a much-dcsircd opportunity to

spotlight the financial weaknesses of the

airfreighters.

Latest operating reports of both cer-

tificated and unccrtificatcd participants

in the airfreight route case will be
placed in the reopened record of the

proceeding when a new hearing is held,

probably in December. The CAB deci-

sion which will determine whether it is

in the public interest to certificate all-

cargo carriers has thus been deferred

Fitness Challenged—Last spring, the

certificated airlines began calling for a

reopening of the record, alleging that

many of the all-cargo operators were
no longer "fit and able” to perform

their proposed services even if they

were certificated. Besides attacking the

airfreighters’ financial stability, the pas-

senger-carrying lines asserted that the

former’s optimistic traffic predictions

have not been borne out.

New data will show that at least

four of the twelve major all-cargo car-

riers which presented their arguments

for certificates in hearings held two

years ago are no longer in business.

Several others have undergone bank-

ruptcy reorganization and at latest re-

ports were operating on a comparatively

small scale. One applicant has never

been active as a carrier, confining itself

to leasing planes pending determination

of its bid for a certificate.

Largest Carriers—Reports now on file

with CAB indicate that only two air-

freighters—Slick Airways and the Flying

Tiger Line—were carrying important

quantities of cargo throughout the first

half of 1948. Slick fiew 13,539,714 ton

miles in the first six months of 194S.

a 38 percent gain over the same 1947
period. The Tigers flew over 6,000,000

ton miles, a 400 percent gain over the

first half of last year.

U. S. airlines, which resumed service

last May after having suspended opera-

tions for six months, recorded only

82,755 ton miles of business in first-

half 194S. In all of 1947 it flew 1,332,-

236 ton miles.

Willis Air Service reported flying

918,861 freight ton miles in first-half

194S. compared with 2.329.045 in all

1947. California Eastern Airways,

which filed action in bankruptcy and
suspended operations last May. flew

3.341,225 ton miles in first-quarter 194S
against 11,156,942 all last year.

Flamingo Air Service, which flew

1.172.971 freight ton miles in 1947,

reported 521,651 in the first half of

1948, staying in operation despite a
bankruptcy petition filed last March.

Air Cargo Transport Corp. flew 253,845

ton miles in the first quarter of 1948

against 2,308,343 ton miles in all of

1947. ACTC filed a petition for re-

organization last January.

Certificates Urged-Sl’ick. the Flying

Tigers, Willis, U.S. and California

Eastern were recommended for certifi-

cation in a report by CAB examiners last

In view of the numerous business

fatalities and curtailed operation by
some surviving companies, uncertifi-

cated airfreighters this year may not

attain their total 1947 traffic volume
of about 60,000,000 ton miles. Last

year, Slick, Willis, California Eastern,

the Flying Tigers and Air Cargo Trans-

port accounted for nearly 43.400,000

freight ton miles. These five carriers

predicted they would fly over 105,000.-

000 ton miles' in 1948-a volume which

at this time appears to be far out of

Regular Carriers Gain—By contrast,

the certificated carriers almost without

exception have made sizable gains in

freight volume this year. During the

first half of 1948 the 16 domestic trunk-

lines flew 29.8SS.742 freight ton miles

against 12.2S6.966 in the same 1947
period and apparently were far ahead

of the independents.

American Airlines' freight volume hit

a new all-time high of 2.231.991 ton

miles in September, more than 300.000

ton miles above the previous record set

in May. United Air Lines’ freight traf-

fic also was at a new peak, reaching

1.859,130 ton miles in September. 71

percent above the level of the same
1947 month.
Losses Increase—Financial picture of

the all-cargo lines continues gloomy,

although several hope to show small

profits during the peak traffic season

this fall. Through last June, seven major

independent freight lines had lost

around $7,000,000 in the postwar pe-

riod.

Slick had a $1,305,734 deficit

through Dec. 31, 1947. and lost another

$77,879 in first-quarter 1948. The Fly-

ing Tigers had a SI.281,906 deficit

through June 30, 1948, including a

S250.400 loss in the first half of this

Willis reported a $31,224 deficit

through last June 30 despite a $22,453

profit in the first half of 1948. U.S.
had a Sl.795,051 deficit through last

June 30. including a $155,340 loss in

first-half 1948. California Eastern

showed a $726,233 deficit through last

Dec. 31 and lost $161,794 in the first

quarter of this year.

Air Cargo Transport had an $881.-

843 deficit through Mar. 31, including

a S26.794 loss in the first quarter of
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194S. Flamingo Air Sen-ice reported

a $277,253 deficit through last June

30, including $31,599 lost in the first

half of 1948.

No Break-Down Available-Thc in-

dependents insist that the certificated

airlines also have lost millions of dol-

lars on airfreight, but the latter have

not broken down their operational re-

ports sufficiently to prove the point.

CAB public counsel last spring found

that regular passenger-carrying airlines

were handling much of their freight

traffic at rates which were below cost.

Last month. Slick Airways charged

that American Airlines had adopted

"predatory rate policies” despite CAB's
order of last spring putting floors under

rates. Slick said American was attempt-

ing to drive tariffs down to the speci-

fied minimums on practically all com-

modities between nearly all domestic

points. CAB ordered suspension of the

lowered rates for 90 days pending an
investigation.

In setting the minimum rates ( 1 6 and

13 cents a ton mile depending on the

size of the shipment and distance sent),

CAB had called on both certificated and

uncertificated carriers to work out their

charges "above” the floor. The Board

said establishment of the entire freight

defeat the purpose of the minimums
unless the tariffs could be justified on
the basis of demonstrable deductions in

Slick stated that American, Capital,

Delta, Northwest. TWA. United and

Western had proposed dropping their

freight rates to the legal floor despite

evidence of rising costs. In contrast,

Northeast Airlines recently asked CAB
authorization to increase its freight

rates an average of six cents a ton mile

because of higher expenses.

Costs Up—“Our own costs have not

decreased and are not likely to in the
near future,” Slick declared. It said the

certificated airlines’ freight costs are

at least twice as high as Slick's. Meet-
ing of American's new rates would
decrease Slick’s revenues by about $16.-

000 monthly, the independent air-

freighter declared.

"In the light of CAB’s proper in-

terest in the financial condition of

American and other certificated airlines,

it would seem rather difficult to justify

approval of freight rates quite obviously

below costs, especially when these rate's

have been proposed with the apparent

intention of cutting tariffs at which
traffic is now moving in substantial

volumes over other airlines.” Slick de-

clared. "The end purpose of American's

philosophy is to bring about failure of
the exclusively airfreight carrier."

Disastrous Policy—"American’s re-

cent rates can only be understood if we
assume either their complete ignorance

or their total disregard of costs and

the revenues necessary to meet them.
Unfortunately, such a policy, otherwise

also disastrous to them, is only possible

because of mail pay subsidy.”

Slick said that while American had
little or no regard for its own freight

losses it sought to inflict deficits on the

independent cargo carriers “and then

to capitalize on such losses.” Together
with freight forwarders and other all-

cargo lines. Slick has protested CAB’s
recent decision which stated that losses

incurred by the certificated airlines in

cargo operations must be underwritten

to the same extent as losses on passenger

operations (Aviation Week, Oct. 18).

Capital Elects

New Vice Presidents
Capital Airlines’ board of directors

has elected James B. Franklin, formerly

director of operations, and James W.
Austin, formerly director of traffic and

sales, to company vice presidencies.

Franklin, a flyer since 1928, joined

Capital as a copilot in 1934 and was

promoted to captain the same year. He
has logged over 13,000 hr. in the air

and was in the Army Air Transport

Command during the war.

Austin has been with Capital since

his return to civilian life from the Air

Transport Command in 1946. He has

been instrumental in bringing about

general acceptance of air transportation

by major football teams as a means of

traveling to and from out-of-town games.

He is also creator of the direct mail

program which this year won an award
for being the best in the industry.

Ten Carriers Ask New
Coast-to-Coast Routes

Capital Airlines has joined nine other

carriers seeking CAB authority for new-

southern transcontinental routes.

The new application requests exten-

sion of Capital’s Route 51 from Mem-
phis to San Francisco via Shreveport,

La.; Dallas, Ft. Worth and El Paso,

Tex.; Tucson and Phoenix, Ariz.; and

San Diego and Los Angeles, Calif. It

also asks extension of Capital’s Route

55 from Atlanta. Ga., to San Francisco

via Birmingham and Mobile, Ala.; New
Orleans, Galveston, Houston, Austin.

San Antonio, El Paso, Tucson. Phoenix,

San Diego and Los Angeles.

Southern Routes— Previously, Braniff.

Delta, Continental, Eastern, Chicago

& Southern, National. Peninsular Air

Transport, Pacific International Airways

and Aero-Van Express Corp. (Viking

Air Lines) had requested southern

transcontinental routes. In addition,

American Airlines wants new links

from El Paso and Dallas to New Or-

leans.

But CAB is looking for an alterna-

tive to new routes in view of the indus-

try's heavy losses and widespread com-

plaints against excessive competition.

As a consequence, it recently instituted

a proceeding to determine whether
new single-plane service between south-

eastern points and the West Coast

should be established by equipment
interchange arrangements between ex-

isting carriers in the area—American.

Delta, National and Eastern. This

equipment interchange proposal has

been consolidated into the same case

with the route applications.

TWA Expects Boom
In Overseas Traffic

International airlines expect 1949-50

to be peak years for trans-Atlantic travel,

according to Charles L. Gallo, general

sales manager for international opera-

tions of TWA.
Just returned from a four-month in-

spection of overseas routes, Gallo points

to increased use of air travel, more
flights, lower rates and better service

as indications of the coming boom. He
expects many thousands to travel to

the Vatican in Rome for 1949 holy

year celebrations. TWA is the only

U. S. flag carrier which serves Rome.
Other Factors—A rise in European

production of manufactured materials,

and the fact that steamship companies

are already sold out for next year also

were cited.

Gallo claims that for 1947 and the

first nine months of 1948. 155.000

castbound trans-Atlantic passengers Con

IATA-membcr carriers) spent a total

of $168,000,000, exclusive of transporta-

tion costs, in Europe.
Cargo Business—He described what

he termed "rate-cutting and wildcat

tactics” by nonscheduled trans-Atlantic

cargo carriers and claimed that the

scheduled lines could handle the cargo

business, “or at least CAB thinks so.”

While TWA anticipates more busi-

ness. it will not have to buy additional

aircraft. Gallo said, but will seek greater

utilization of the planes it now has.

The carrier intends to revive its charter

business and will spot aircraft over its

international system for this purpose.
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Bargain Rates Begin Test Period

CAB gives Capital 90-day trial for sky-coach fares, asks

detailed reports on American’s family plan.

The next 90 days may comprise the
critical test period which will determine
whether the nation's certificated domes-
tic airlines can make money by selling

transportation on a department store

The Civil Aeronautics Board, which
late last summer called for a general
fare increase, apparently has decided to

give bargain-counter rates a reasonable
trial. But at the same time it has taken
steps which foreshadow quick termina-
tion of special fare plans if they result

in more rather than less red ink.

Sky-Coach Approval—Extent to which
CAB is willing to go along with the
industry’s use of cut rates to bolster

sagging traffic volume was demonstrated
last week when the Board permitted
Capital Airlines (PCA) to establish sky-

coach service between New York, Pitts-

burgh and Chicago for 90 days. The
Board’s ruling came despite United Air
Lines’ protest that Capital’s sky-coach
rates are unreasonable and discrimin-

atory and could seriously affect the level

of charges instituted bv other carriers

(Aviation Week, Oct.' 18).

In its complaint, United warned that
if Capital’s proposed sky-coach rates

were approved other carriers might be
obliged to establish similar New York-
Chicago tariffs. “Moreover,” UAL con-
tinued, "it cannot be assumed that such
rates could be confined only to the New
York-Pittsburgh-Chicago route. The
implications of Capital’s sky-coach op-
eration are far-reaching."

Capital’s sky-coach service originally

was slated to 'begin on Oct. 15, but
CAB refused to approve the tariff on
such short notice. 'Hie low-cost opera-
tion, conducted with 59-passenger

DC-4s, is now slated to get under way
this week, although a possibility re-

mains that new protests by TWA or

American Airlines will cause further

delay. New York-Chicago fare will be
S29.60 (just under 4 cents a mile), com-
pared with §27.30 by rail coach and
S44.10 by Pullman. The sky-coach rate

is 35 percent below the basic New York-
Chicago tariff of United Air Lines and
other carriers on the run.

No meals will be served on the

coach-type flights, and only one stew-

ardess or cabin attendant will be car-

ried. One flight nightly will leave

Chicago and New York between mid-

Family Plan Reports — Meanwhile,

CAB has issued an order requiring

American Airlines to submit special

reports on the progress of the carrier's

"family excursion fares” which were
instituted on Sept. 13 and are to ex-

pire Dec. 31 unless extended. The
Board said it is in the public interest

for American to show as soon as possible

the effect of the family fares on its

financial and operating conditions.

As a consequence, for each month
starting with October, AA will have 30

days in which to give CAB information

on: (A) the number of family groups

originating under the family plan; (B)

the number of passengers traveling at

half fare under the plan; (C) total pas-

senger miles flown under the plan; and
(D) total revenues received from pas-

sengers traveling under the plan. Amer-
ican will also furnish estimates of pas-

senger miles traveled by days of the

week for periods prior to institution of

the family fares so that CAB will have

a basis for analyzing the effect of the

plan on traffic and revenues.

Northwest, TWA Participate—Coin-

cident with its order that American

make special reports, CAB authorized

TWA and Northwest Airlines to insti-

tute family fares starting last week.

Like American's tariff, these provide

that an adult paying full fare can take

with him at half fare members of his

immediate family if they fly on Mon-
days, Tuesdays or Wednesdays, when
traffic is normally light.

Northeast Airlines has had a family

fare plan in effect since Sept. 20. Two
feeders-Piedmont Airlines and South-

west Airwavs-intend to offer family

fares starting this week, and National

Airlines is to follow suit next week.

Complaints Filed — Delta Air Lines

has complained strongly against Na-
tional’s proposed family fare plan,

noting that NAL has failed to raise its

basic tariffs despite CAB’s recommenda-

tions at the industry meeting in Wash-
ington Aug. 19. Pointing to its own
2 to 10 percent basic fare hike made
effective Oct. 15, Delta declared this

move already has placed it at a com-

petitive disadvantage with respect to

pairs of points served by both Delta

and National.

"To permit NAL to further reduce

its fares between competitive points

through the family plan would further

losses,” Delta declared. It added that

if National would increase its basic

fares in proportion to the increases ef-

fectuated by Delta there would be no

obiection to the family plan.

Eastern Air Lines has complained to

CAB against Florida Airways' proposed

roundtrip "commutation” fares which

would be only one-third more than nor-

mal one-way rates and would apply to

two or more roundtrip tickets bought

at the same time. EAL charged that

Florida “is perhaps the most highly

subsidized air carrier in the U. S.” and

said institution of the proposed rates

would make the feeder even more de-

pendent on the taxpayers. Eastern asked

CAB protection from rate wars and

cut-throat competition.

Group Travel Abuses — United Air

Lines also has protested against so-called

“group travel" fares proposed by TWA
and other carriers which permit parties

of ten or more persons flying from the

same point of origin to the same des-

tination to ride at a 20 percent discount.

UAL declared the fares were unreason-

ably low and would result in losses.

Further, United said, the group travel

proposal is open to serious abuse.

“Ticket brokers could buy group tick-

ets, but instead of buying them for a
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party could purchase them to sell one
by one to individual customers. If they
failed to dispose of all ten, they appar-

ently could obtain refunds, but their

customers would still travel at reduced
fare. Scalpers might purchase group
tickets and, irrespective of the legality

of the act, might pass on only part of

the discount to customers, pocketing

Northeast May Get

More Mail Pay
Northeast airlines' financial position-

critical during most of the past sum-
mer—has taken a marked turn for the
better with a CAB offer to grant higher
temporary mail pay over past and fu-

ture periods.

Acquisition of five Convair-Liners
next year and the possibility that even

higher permanent mail rates will be
set give the carrier even brighter pros-

pects for 1949. The five Convairs will

cost §2,000,000. First delivery is sched-

uled for January.

Substantial Inbrease-CAB’s new show
cause order would yield NEA §1,696,-

000 in mail pay (equal to 40 cents a

plane mile) for the 14-month period
between May 1, 1947, and June 30,

1948. This is §910,000 more than the

carrier received under its old rate.

Northeast would also get 40 cents a

plane mile mail pay for the period
starting July 1, 1948* Under this rate,

the carrier should receive almost §800,-

000 a year more than under the previ-

ous formula.

Still in Red—The new temporary mail
rates will not nut Northeast in the black

for the period extending back to May
1, 1947, and will not insure profits for

the future. The carrier had said it

needed 52 cents a plane mile to break
even for the year ended Apr. 30, 1948,
and 54 cents a mile thereafter.

But losses will be cut substantially.

Under its old mail rate, NEA lost §1.-

464,730 in the 14 months prior to

Julv 1, 1948. The proposed adjustment
will reduce this deficit to around §555,-
000. Northeast reported a §7.016 op-
erating profit in July and a §39,570
profit in August under the old rate,

and these earnings will be increased

substantially by the new formula.

New Bermuda Service

New England has been given direct

air connections with Bermuda as the

result of a CAB decision granting Pan
American Airways a link between Bos-
ton and the resort island. Colonial Air-

lines, which competes with PAA on
the New York-Bcrmuda run, lost its

bid for the Boston route. Northeast
Airlines, which originally was in the

case, later withdrew its application.

Feeder Poll Shows Public Support

Pioneer surveys two representative cities, finds opinions

favor federal subsidies and airport aid.

Feederline managements with anx-

ious eyes on the fast-approaching ex-

piration dates of their temporary certifi-

cates can find encouragement in a
public opinion poll completed recently

The survey, made by the University

of Texas’ Bureau of Business Research',

shows wide public support for govern-

ment subsidy of local carriers and fed-

eral and municipal aid to airports used

by the airlines. It also discloses that a

large majority of the people in the two
cities believe feederlines contribute im-

portantly to the U. S. air power reserve

which can be drawn upon in case of

national emergency.

Opposite Types — San Angelo and
Temple, Tex., were selected for the

personal interview cross-section survey

because they represent two extremes

in types of cities served by local car-

riers, according to J. W. Martin, as-

sistant professor of transportation at

the University of Texas, who directed

the study. San Angelo, with 46,800

population, has generally poor rail and
mediocre bus connections with other

points with which it has a community
of interest. But it has exceptionally

good multi-directional air service via

Continental Air Lines, plus two feed-

ers, Pioneer Air Lines and Trans-Texas
Airways.

Temple, by contrast, has excellent

highway and rail connections with other

Texas points. Much of the population

is economically dependent on the rail-

roads, and Pioneer, the only certificated

airline operating through Temple, pro-

vides sendee in but two directions.

All Groups Polled—The study, which
includes all economic and social groups,

was undertaken at the suggestion of

Pioneer, which has asked CAB for a
permanent certificate to replace its

temporary franchise. Survey data may
be used by the state of Texas and mu-
nicipalities to support PAL’s case.

Approximately 17 percent of the
people polled in San Angelo and 8.6

percent in Temple were aware that the

federal government supported the feed-

erlines through mail pay. Among this

comparatively small informed group,

95.2 percent approved of the general

policy in San Angelo and 88.2 percent
in Temple.
Of 666 persons in San Angelo who

expressed opinions regarding use of

mail pay to support the feederlines,

360 or 54 percent said local service is

vital and mail pay should be based on
the amount required to keep the feeders

operating. Thirty-three (5 percent)

thought feeder service is needed but
added that mail pay should be estab-

lished on some basis other than need
even if the airline could not keep op-
erating under this setup. No one among
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the 666 persons polled in San Angelo
felt local services were not needed and
should be discontinued, although 275

(41 percent) had no opinion on the

subject.

Railroad Town—In the railroad town
of Temple results were even more fa-

vorable to the feeders. Of 598 persons

answering the question about govern-

ment mail pay support for the local

carriers, 287 (72 percent) said the serv-

ice is necessary and mail rates should

be set high enough to insure its reten-

tion. Twenty-two (5.5 percent) said

tne service is needed but mail pay com-
pensation should be set on some other

basis than need even if it means the

carriers go out of business. Two per-

sons (less than 1 percent) Said feeder

airlines are not needed and should be
discontinued, while S7 (21.9 percent)

Asked whether they considered feeder

airline development as valuable in es-

tablishing a reserve of air power which
can be drawn on in case of national

emergency, 495 San Angelo residents

<67.4 percent of the 754 polled) said

and 214 (2$. 2 percent) had no opinion.

Of 599 Temple residents asked the

same question. 542 (85.7 percent) said

the feeders contribute to our reserve

air power; six persons (1.5 percent) dis-

agreed; and 51 (12.8 percent) had no
opinion.

Travel Habits—Study of San Angelo
residents’ travel habits showed that 14.S

percent of their mileage on inter-city

placed in operation. Less than four months

after PAA leased nine buildings of the for-

mer Miami Air Depot, engines began mov-
ing through the plant on a mass produc-

trips made during 1947 was by air; 2S.6

percent by auto, 4.4 percent by bus
and 52.2 percent by rail. In Temple,
with its better surface transportation

and fewer airline schedules, the 1947
inter-city trip mileage was; air 2.2 per-

cent, auto 9.6 percent, bus 1.4 percent

and rail 86.8 percent.

Among the local airline users in San
Angelo, 62.2 percent had no sugges-

tions for improving the service, 15.4

percent asked for more frequent sched-

ules, 5.7 percent for fewer stops, 5.7

percent for lower rates between the air-

port and the city, and 14.6 percent

made other recommendations. Among
the San Angelo users of trunk airline

sen-ice who do not patronize the feed-

ers, 54.6 percent suggested no changes
in local operations, 15.6 percent recom-
mended better connections or more
frequent schedules, 9.1 percent lower

fares, and 22.7 percent had other com-

Travelers Still Timid—Fear continues

to be a major reason why non-airline

users stick to surface transportation. In

San Angelo, of 606 persons answering
why they did not patronize the airlines,

7S " (or '12.9 percent) admitted they

were afraid. In Temple 95 person's

(22.5 percent of those answering) gave

the same reply. Other reasons given

also may reflect timidity.

In San Angelo, 501 persons (49.7

percent) said they had no reason for

using air transportation; and in Temple
the percentage was 5S.6 percent. Ex-
pense was cited as a reason by 19.5 per-

acre engine overhaul building at Miami
International Airport. Engines used in

PAA’s DC-4S, DC-6s, Convair-Liners, Con-

stellations and Stratocruisers will receive

major overhauls here. Maintenance for

be done at Pan American’s Brownsville,

cent in San Angelo, by 5.7 percent in

Temple; preference for bus or train by
2.5 percent in San Angelo, by 15.2 per-

cent in Temple; preference tor auto by

7.7 percent in San Angelo, by 12 per-

cent in Temple; air sickness by 0.S

percent in San Angelo, by 1 percent in

Temple; and ''no desire to fly" (prob-

ably containing the fear clement) by

5.5 percent in San Angelo and 5.5 per-

cent in Temple.
Airmail Use—Average person in San

Angelo sent and received 26.5 pieces

of airmail during 1947 (77.1 pieces for

the average family); while in Temple
the average was 19 pieces per person

and 49 per family last year. In San
Angelo 152 of 721 families said they

didn't send an airmail letter in 1947,

and the same was true for 160 of 575

Presuming that air parcel post rates

would be 150 percent of surface rates

(actually they are 400-600 percent of

surface rates), 21.5 percent of the fam-

ilies in San Angelo said they would use

the new service; 57.4 percent said they

would not and 41.1 percent were un-

decided. In 'Temple only 15.6 percent

of the families were sure they would
use air parcel post at the suggested rate

level, 74.1 percent said they would not
and 10.5 percent were undecided.

In San Angelo 41 persons among
those polled said they had used air

cargo (freight or express) at some time

last year against 591 who had not. In

Temple 29 persons used air cargo

against 529 who did not. Of those who
used the service last year, 59 percent

in San Angelo and '48.5 percent in

Temple planned to use it more in 1948;

while 29.5 percent and 24.1 percent,

respectively, estimated they would use

air cargo less this year. Over 14 percent

in San Angelo and 8 percent in Temple

Airport Aid—More than 91 percent

of the San Angelo residents familiar

with the present program of municipal

contributions toward the support of

airports used by the airlines favored

continuance of the policy. The same
was true of 91 .9 percent of the informed
persons in Temple. But 85.5 percent

of all persons polled in San Angelo and
90.7 percent in Temple were unfamiliar

with their city’s aid to the airports.

Only 16.9 percent of the people in

San Angelo and 9.5 percent in Temple
were acquainted with the federal aid

to municipal airport program. Of the

informed group, 96 percent in San An-
gelo and 94.8 percent in Temple ap-

proved of the contribution.

Suspend Winter Service
Swissair has suspended its trans-

Atlantic service hetween New York and
Switzerland until next spring, when
flights will be resumed with two or

three trips weekly.

PAA OPENS NEW SHOPS AT MIAMI
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SHORTLINES

Air France-Will inaugurate 22-hr.

through Constellation service from New
York to Rome this week.

Alaska Airlines—I las been offered

$588,000 (75 cents a plane mile) in

temporary mail pay for service during
1947 and 90 cents a plane mile on and
after Jan. 1, 1948.

American—Board of directors has de-

clared the regular quarterly dividend of

87i cents a share on the corporation's

$3.50 cumulative convertible preferred

stock.

Capital—Reports an $S5,453 operat-

ing profit in September, marking the

fifth consecutive month of black ink.

Net profit in September was $54,671,
and the carrier's cash balance reached
$3,759,234 -highest since October,
1946. . . . Company was to fly two
chartered DC-4s with University of

Michigan gridiron rooters from Detroit
to Minneapolis for the University of
Minnesota football game and a DC-4
load of University of North Carolina
fans from Raleigh, N. C. to Knoxville,

Tenn., for the University of Tennessee
game.

China National Aviation Corp.—Has
increased its trans-Pacific service out of

San Francisco from two flights a month

Hawaiian Airlines-CAB has denied
the carrier's petition for further hearing

ceivc evidence of divorcement of Ha-
waiian from Inter-Island Steam Naviga-

Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice—'The Justice Department agency is

receiving sealed bids for air transporta-

tion of alien deportees (mostly from
western points to F.1 Paso, Tex.) through
June 30. Smaller number of aliens will

move bv air from various U. S. cities to

San Francisco, Seattle, New York and
Miami under contract.

Northwest—Is working on a year-

around pilot employment program
whereby the pilots take their vacations
in the slack winter season. . . . Companv
has laid off between 50 and 60 copilots,

some of whom will be rehired when the

new service to Hawaii is inaugurated.

. . . NWA’s one-way fare between Seat-

tle and Anchorage, Alaska, was cut from
$120 to $92 effective Oct. 15. The low
rates will remain until next spring.

Pan American—CAB has approved
PAA’s acquisition of control of Aero-
naves de Mexico. , . . First service on
Pan American's new route between the

Pacific Northwest and Hawaii will prob-

ably be on a once-weekly basis with

DC-4s. . . . C-46s leased from the Air

Force recently carried 100,000 lb. of

textile piece goods from Miami to Ha-
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CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION

AERODYNAMICISTS

THERMODYNAMICISTS
STRESS ANALYSTS

AIRCRAFT DESIGNERS

North American Aviation has a

number of excellent openings for

qualified engineers. Specialists

n electrical and hydraulic design

ire particularly desired. Salaries

SCHOOLS

DRAFTSMEN

Electronic Development

ENGINEERS

and Electronic

TECHNICIANS
Experienced men who are inter-

ested in locating at Chance
Vought's new plan"

“ "

Texas should submi'
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Services
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STRESS
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P&W R-1830-92 Engine Parts,

Accessories and Components.

• ALSO •

Douglas DC-4 Airplane Parts,

and Accessories.

P&W R-2000-13 Engine Parts,

Accessories and Components

(many of which are inter-

changeable with R-2000-7-9-1

1

Engines).

pection at out warehouses at Astoria,

L. I.. New York. Tulsa. Oklahoma and
Fori Worth. Texas and oHeiod FOB
thess points lor domestic shipment at

very attractive prices.

PROMPT ATTENTION WILL BE GIVEN
TO ALL REQUESTS FOR QUOTATIONS
DIRECTED to THE ATTENTION OF
THE SUPERINTENDENT OF STORES AT
THE ABOVE ADDRESS.

$1695 plus your run-out R-1830-92

Steward-Davis • 13507 s. western • cardena, calif.

P & W PARTS FOR SALE
A $25,000,000 INVENTORY

Priced 35% off Govt. Cost

SEE US FOR APPROVED REPAIR STATION 1*8

2 47-D Model

BELL HELICOPTERS
FOR SALE OR LEASE

INSTRUMENTS
ALL TYPES -

STANDARD AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC.
Old Country Road, Mineola, L. I., N. Y. Garden City 331

SIKORSKY

<N
S;5^ HELICOPTER

h

J ^

PRKED* CU*RRENT*MARKET^
Q

Where to Buy
PRODUCTS - SERVICES

ACCESSORIES

Find what you arelookingforfl
II this, or otheV odvsrtisiog in this iirun, f

AVIATION WEEK
330 W. 42 St., N. Y. 18, N. Y.

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

TWIN BEECHCRAFTS - DOUGLAS

LODESTARS

I. WARREN HOLLADAY
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STRICTLY PERSONAL
ECHOLS THE ANSWER MAN-Gen. Oliver Echols, the AIA's chief, told this

story the other day at lunch with Carl Ward and Dick Palmer. Dick passes it

along. It seems a Chamber of Commerce group recently was setting up a very

learned panel discussion of important air power matters and petitioned the

General to furnish a list of "good questions’* which would stimulate discussion.

Well, the General thought long and hard, and came up with a list that was a

humdinger. They were really tough ones—fair game for a brain trust or juvenile

jury. He sent it.

A week went by. Not a word from the C. of C. Finally came a pathetic letter.

It said pulleeze would the General furnish the answers to the questions he had sent.

NICE GOING — Howard Waldorf, head airman of the Oakland Chamber
of Commerce, is back from 15,000 miles of flying in Europe. High point, he says,

occurred on a luxurious airliner of one of Europe’s crack airlines. “We were

climbing out of Paris on instruments when the light signal up front flashed

repeatedly and persistently. Finally, in triumphant response, the stewardess

pranced up the aisle and disappeared into the cockpit with five bottles of wine for

the crew. It was probably only coincidence, but three hours later we were streaking

down a canyon for an eye-socking sneak approach to Nice.”

SADIE WILL APPEAR IIERE-IIy Sheridan. American’s DC-6 pilot-author

pens: "Sadie the Stewardess says she will be glad to give Aviation Week's readers

a peek into her insight from time to time, but confined to first serial rights because

a book publisher is talking about putting out a thin volume of 'Sadie Says,’

involving her adventures and her foolosopliv. Sadie says, meanwhile, she is looking

forward to a lively time between your covers.”

BITS ABOUT PEOPLE—Pioneer C. L. Egtvedt, chairman of Boeing’s board,

was honored by the company with a watch the other day, marking his 30 years

with the company. He joined the firm fresh from University of Washington engi-

neering classes and was chief engineer within a year. Since, he has held virtually

every engineering and administrative position of importance in the company.
Boeing’s first contract, in 1916. was for three trainers. . . . Charles M. Cook,

formerly aviation bigwig for the Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce, later

with Convair, is named Washington rep for Airwork Corp. He’s in the Dupont
Circle Bldg. . . . Carl F. Elliot, veteran aviation editor, has resigned from Russell

Birdwell Associates to join Dick Darrow’s public relations staff at the Glenn L.

Martin Co., according to the Aviation Writers Assn, newsletter. . . . Ken Ellington

writes from Republic’s news room that if he is going to be a regular correspondent

for this column he should be entitled to certain privileges. "Accordingly, will you
please send me (a) one reporter’s hat complete with upturned brim, (b) press

card to match, and (c) a copy of Jordanoff’s Aviation Dictionary." We are also

sending postpaid one green eyeshade, one pair elastic sleeve bands. Wish more
reporters would show up.

GROUNDED GIRAFFE—Until you readers contribute more personals there

will have to be more stories like this one. Fred Brewster, our London correspond-

ent. writes that KLM received an order in routine hum-drum recently to drop by
Kano, just south of the Sahara, a giraffe who was headed for Scotland. A smart

KLM representative somewhere got intrigued and suggested maybe somebody
should measure the cargo's neck before they went to the trouble of getting the

airplane and the giraffe together. Consternation prevailed when KLM discovered

with slide rule and tape measure that not even the pride and joy of the division,

a DC-6, was high enough to stow the fellow. You see, animalogists advised against

trying to fold the neck because no giraffe could stand up to that. Neither was it

advisable to Saw a hole in the roof (something technical about disturbed airstream).

KLM is now seeking a salesman who can sell cargo space to giraffes (live ones).

HAVE YOU SEEN THESE WIND BAGS?—Not that there’s anything "Strictly

Personal” about it, but we think you ought to know that the sport of balloon

ascenting has not disappeared. We've received a press release from France, issued

by the Haagsche Balloon Club, reporting there are still some ten balloons making

regular ascensions and 20 balloon-type aviators maintain an exclusive association.

Furthermore, if we read French right, the release claims there are about 500
balloonists in the U. S. Does anyone know them? ” *•
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WHAT'S NEW

New Books

"A. S. T. M. Standards on Plastics,"

published by the American Society for

Testing Materials, 1916 Race St.,

Philadelphia 3, Pa. Includes specifica-

tions, methods of testing, nomenclature

and definitions. 610 pages, heavy paper

cover, S4.50 per copy. Reduced rates

on quantity orders.

“Operating Under the Taft-Hartley

Act,” by Max Malin and S. Herbert

Unterberger, published by Labor Rela-

tions Information Bureau, Standard Oil

Building. Washington 1, D. C. This

revised edition enlarged to 58 pages,

paper bound, includes results of ad-

ministrative and judicial decisions

rendered since the Act was passed.

$2.00 per copy.

New Firm

Tom Compere has merged his sales

promotion and public relations organ-

ization. Flight Operations, Inc., with

Tom Compere Associates, at 131 E.

17th St., New York City. With him
are his co-producers and promoters of

the New York Golden Anniversary air

exposition: Richard Reagan, Robert

Emerson and Eugene McGrath. Rea-

gan was a newsman for 20 years. Emer-
son, also an ex-newsman, has promoted
and publicized public appeals cam-

paigns for the American Red Cross,

United Hospital Fund, Greater New
York Fund, Salvation Army, National

Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.

British War Relief. McGrath, with

newspaper research and public relations

experience, will direct trade surveys and
research. The group has been signed

as consultants for the Airlines Lease-

holders Committee comprising nine

airlines in controversy with the port of

New York Authority over Idlewild

New Name
Airways Engineering Consultants.

Inc., 1212 18th St., N. W„ Washing-

ton 6, D. C., has changed the corporate

name to Airways Engineering Corpora-

tion. Business address remains the same,

Trade Literature

"Modem Die Casting Practice,” by
R. J. Deal, die casting engineer, The
Hydraulic Press Mfg. Co., Mount
Gilead, Ohio. A reprinted booklet from
Steel magazine, discussing in detail

modem trends of application, various

die casting methods, design and ma-
chinery. 24 pages, available upon re-

quest to company.
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EDITORIAL

Persuading Millions to Fly II

Most of aviation’s toughest business problems today

would be solved if we could get millions more to fly.

Fear probably remains an important reason more of

the public remains voluntarily grounded, although sta-

tistics showing you are probably safer in an airplane than

in your own home are gradually percolating through the

overcast of public ignorance.

But this fear, although strong enough to deter many
a flight, is still only a thin veneer that could be softened

by a little effort on the part of industrial aviation.

Further, the public’s lack of knowledge about the ad-

vantages and the ease of making reservations is fully as

strong a deterrent as fear.

Because most of us in the business take the advantages

of flight for granted, because we use the airplane at

every opportunity, we too often forget that millions have
never even had the opportunity to stroll into an airliner

at an airport, sit in the seats, marvel at all those safety

gadgets, ogle the stewardesses and look out the windows

at those big engines and the impressive spread of a

This is kindergarten stuff, maybe, but aviation isn't

going to grow at maximum speed until we give more
people a chance to do these simple things and let them
get acquainted with airplanes in this easy way. It's, a

pretty short step from the tour of a plane sitting on the

ground to a desire for a little, short flight—maybe just

ten minutes—but it’s the most important step that person

will ever make as far as our industry is concerned. Be-

cause experience seems to prove that most people are

converted to air travel by their first comfortable flight.

And once you convert a citizen to flight, you are an-

other long step toward winning his interest as a taxpayer

in maintaining or improving his local airport, terminal

building, and other air aids. And he’ll have a more
personal interest in supporting an adequate Air Force, too.

With all this in mind, we seized on a story sent the

other day by Aviation Week’s correspondent in Provi-

dence. We think it reports one of the most valuable "air

shows’’ this aviation business could imagine. No blood-

curdling sky stunts by dare devil pilots, no flashy gyra-

tions at three thousand feet to make the spectator think

how lucky he is to be saf/ on the ground!

This is the story, and see how it sells commercial

aviation:

Providence—More than 50,000 persons visited the

Theodore Francis Green Airport at I-Iillsgrove, R. I., on

Columbus Day to attend an Open House program spon-

sored by the State Department of Public Works.

Four airlines—American, Eastern, United and North-

east—took part in the all-day show, along with United

Aircraft Corp., General Electric, and other manufac-

turers of aviation equipment.

Biggest surprise of the day was the success of Ameri-

can Airlines’ offer of a 50-minute sightseeing trip around

Rhode Island for $2.50. The company had only one

DC-5 available for the flights. Nine trips were made, giv-

ing 189 persons a chance to fly.

But hundreds went home disappointed. William C.

Harris, American manager at Providence, said that he

could have kept three DC-4 planes busy all day, so

popular were the rides.

Eastern provided a Constellation for the show, start-

ing the program with a courtesy flight for the state and

civic officials, led by the governor. Later the plane was

placed on exhibition, along with two cargo planes and

a DC-6 furnished by American.

CAA’s DC-5 equipped with castcrcd landing gear also

gave demonstrations during the day, along with the quiet

Stinson and Piper Cub, modified to become "good neigh-

bors” by the Aeronautical Research Foundation at Har-

vard University.

Exhibits in the hangar were provided by Rhode Island

industries that use air freight, air express and passenger

services to promote their business.

Aim of the show was to show the voters how their

airport operates and why improvements are needed to

spur the use of air services vital to help local industries

meet competition.

Gov. John Pastore said that the turnout made him

optimistic about the prospect of approval for a $5,000,-

000 bond issue for airport improvements on Election

Day. Money is needed to extend 4000-ft. runways to

5000-ft., provide a new terminal and an improved light-

ing system for the field.

We congratulate those who sponsored and partici-

pated in this show. Aviation safety, comfort and relia-

bility can be dramatized as easily as Hairbreadth Harry

thrill possibilities. Give the public an opportunity to get

acquainted, first hand, with airplanes, and millions more

will fly.

ROBERT H. WOOD
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Wiajor Percy raced to England with Wellington’s

report of the victory at Waterloo. But the King had

already received the news from Nathan Rothschild,

whose private courier had brought the word the

day before. This advance information paid the

House of Rothschild handsome dividends on the

London Exchange—which was one of the reasons

why the Rothschilds maintained the fastest courier

service of that day. Today’s business finds it

equally profitable to “get there first!’

The Beechcraft twin-engined Executive Trans-

port plane reduces the time wasted in “getting

down to business!’ increases the time devoted to

business itself. The comfort and convenience of

this nine-place transport take the fatigue out of

travel, conserve energy, and step up the efficien-

cy of both executives and personnel. More than

400 U. S. corporations use it to “get there first!’

® A note on your letterhead brings an informative

60-page brochure on “The Air Fleet of American
Business” with full details on the 200 mph Execu-

tive Transport. Address Beech Aircraft Corpora-
tion, Wichita, Kansas.

BEECHCRAFT

Executive transport©L MODEi.

BEECHCRAFTS ARC THE AIR FLEET OF AMERICAN BUSINESS


